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ABSTRACT
Properly assessing proposed aviation policies requires a thorough trade study of noise,
emissions, fuel consumption, and cost. Aircraft low-speed aerodynamic performance is an
important driver of all these impacts, and this thesis presents the development of an
aerodynamic tool capable of accurately estimating key low-speed performance characteristics
using aircraft geometry information typical of that available in the preliminary phase of aircraft
design. The goal of this thesis is to use the low-speed aerodynamic estimates to present the
sensitivity of aircraft noise to aircraft configuration and operational procedures, and then to
identify improved procedures to reduce the cost, fuel use, and noise of current aircraft.
The low-speed aerodynamic method developed in this work is comparable to aircraft
manufacturer initial design tools. It requires about fifteen seconds on a modem computer and
has been developed to a sufficient level of accuracy through a calibration study using Boeing
flight test data, NASA wind tunnel results, and an empirically-tuned Lockheed method. The
low-speed method is generally capable of predicting a drag polar, drag as a function of lift, to
within one-percent. It also determines the changes of the drag polar due to high-lift devices,
both slat and flap deployment, to within about three-percent. In addition, the method contains
correlations to predict the variations of lift with angle of attack and the maximum lift
coefficient; these predictions have errors around ten-percent and five-percent, respectively. The
estimates produced by the method are of appropriate fidelity to properly model aircraft flight
trajectories for fuel bum and noise estimates within larger environmental impact assessment
models.
The results of simulations of the mandated takeoff and landing noise certification
procedure show that noise is reduced insignificantly by small modifications to the airframe.
This is largely because, for the current aircraft fleet, engine noise dominates both takeoff and
landing noise, and only methods to reduce the required thrust or increase the aircraft altitude
will significantly decrease noise. For landing, significant reductions in noise, on the order of 1-
2%, were found by increasing the approach speed, which decreases required thrust, and by
steepening the approach path, which keeps the aircraft higher above the ground when outside
the airport boundaries. The results of an optimization study estimating the Pareto Frontier of
departure procedures for a 747-200 aircraft show that compared to the standard departure at
maximum takeoff weight, a reduction in time to climb of two minutes, in fuel consumption of
1,300 Ibm, and in land area exposed to a sound level 55 EPNdB of 100 square miles can be
mutually achieved.
Thesis Supervisor: Ian Waitz
Title: Jerome C. Hunsaker Professor and Head of the
Aeronautics and Astronautics Department
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CDint interference drag
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CLmax maximum lift coefficient
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CL lift coefficient at which nonlinear effects begin
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D drag or fuselage diameter
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E engine thrust data regression coefficient
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FF form factor
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
On February 27th 2008 protestors scaled the roof of the British Houses of Parliament, hung
banners and threw paper airplanes. On April 14 th 2008 they staged a repeat performance at the
Scottish Parliament. The protests were against the expansion of Heathrow airport because of
the aircraft noise. These instances of aircraft noise protests are not isolated and occur whenever
an airport tries to change flight paths or increase capacity. Why would protestors go to such
lengths to protest a policy change that has such positive impacts on travel and commerce? This
is because aviation noise is a disruptive nuisance. Defining annoyance as a feeling of
resentment, displeasure, discomfort, dissatisfaction or offense which occurs when an
environmental factor interferes with a person's thoughts, feelings or activities, studies have
shown that aviation noise is more annoying to its surrounding community than other
transportation noise sources even when they are at the same level [1].
Further, there are considerable health and welfare impacts from aviation noise. It has been
shown to cause hypertension, ischaemic heart disease, sleep disturbance, and poor school
performance. The studies showing the causation of disease and school performance are
corrected for the socio-economic variations typical of airport communities. Aviation noise has
also been linked to hormonal changes, deterioration of the immune system, decreased birth
weight, psychiatric disorders, negative effects on psycho-social well-being, and decreased
general performance [1]. Exposure to aviation noise is quite widespread; there are over 10,000
commercial airports in the world with large populations surrounding them. As a point of
reference, within only the states of New York, New Jersey, and Philadelphia, over 1.3 million
people are exposed to a Day-Night-Level of 55 dB [2]. This means aviation noise affects
people of all socio-economic groups in ways that can have significant impacts on their health,
well-being, and happiness.
On the other hand, commercial aircraft have been getting quieter, and in the United States,
even with increased air traffic, there has been a 95% reduction in the number of people
exposed to aircraft noise compared to thirty-five years ago [3]. However, the technological
improvement for reducing noise has slowed and further noise reductions will cause an increase
in fuel burn and operating costs [4]. For example, modifications late in the design process for
the Airbus A380 produced a 1-2dB noise reduction but at an estimated fuel burn increase of 1-
2% [5]. It is also projected that the trend of decreasing noise exposure rates will end shortly as
most of the louder aircraft, certified in the 1970s are largely retired [4].
With the detrimental effects of aviation noise and the financial benefit to aircraft operators for
flying so fuel bum and not noise is minimized, it has been necessary to impose regulations
mandating noise certification standards. A challenge in assessing further increases in noise
certification stringency is that current aircraft have a service life of about thirty years [4], so
changes occur slowly and are thus subject to uncertainties in future market conditions. Another
challenge is that reducing noise may increase other pollutants and cause other environmental
impacts. For instance, increasing fuel bum means increased carbon dioxide emissions, which
adds to global warming and climate change, and more particulate matter, which degrades air
quality. Accordingly, there are numerous interdependencies among aviation impacts, so
reducing one harmful effect of aviation could produce other more harmful effects.
1.1. PARTNER
In the light of the interaction of aviation impacts, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
Transport Canada, and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) have been
working with researchers from the Partnership for AiR Transportation Noise and Emissions
Reduction (PARTNER) and others to develop a suite of tools to analyze, in an integrated way,
the important environmental and financial impacts of aviation policies. The goal is to
determine what the best course of action should be for aviation policy makers. Two of the tools
PARTNER is leading the development of are the Aviation Environmental Portfolio
Management Tool (APMT) and the Environmental Design Space (EDS). APMT is the scenario
analysis tool which uses estimates of the aircraft environmental impacts, operating costs, and
purchase prices to determine the future makeup of the United States or world aircraft fleet and
the environmental and the financial prognosis of the industry over time. The EDS is an aircraft
technology analysis tool that estimates aircraft performance, environmental impact, operating
costs and purchase price.
EDS is a framework to perform aircraft system level trades and technology forecasting. In
order to asses these trades EDS integrates a collection of NASA simulation modules, for
instance, an engine performance prediction module, a noise estimation module, and a flight
simulation module. The flight simulation module simulates an entire aircraft mission from taxi-
out, through takeoff, climb, cruise, descent, landing, and taxi-in, and includes aircraft
performance estimates for the cruise segment. However, the simulation module does not
estimate the aircraft performance changes for when flaps and slats are deployed so a separate
method is required to do that [6]. In early versions of EDS this method was to interpolate and
scale performance data obtained for general commercial aircraft configurations from NASA
and the FAA. This low-fidelity method to estimate low-speed performance caused EDS to have
some poor results.
1.2. Low-Speed Aerodynamics
An essential aspect of aircraft performance is low-speed aerodynamics, which determines all of
the aircraft's flight characteristics near the ground where noise and local air quality are directly
impacted. Low-speed aerodynamics are frequently characterized with two parameters: lift-to-
drag ratio and maximum lift coefficient. The former determines the thrust required and fuel
burn to meet a climb gradient. The latter determines the approach speed, a driver of approach
noise, as well as the takeoff and landing field length, which in turn determines the airports an
airplane can use. EDS needs to have the same level of accuracy as an aircraft manufacturer's
conceptual design tool. With this level of accuracy, EDS will be capable of simulating the trade
studies conducted while an aircraft manufacturer decides to produce a new product.
The low-speed aerodynamic estimation tool has similar prediction capabilities as a collection
of previously existing tools. A Lockheed drag build-up scheme called the Delta Method has
been shown to estimate incompressible (compressible if more configuration information is
know) cruise configuration aircraft drag polars [7]. The Delta Method has a limitation imposed
because it is calibrated for all types of aircraft; for instance, it is capable of predicting drag
polars for commercial aircraft and supersonic fighter configurations. With the generality of
configuration capabilities, the method only accurately predicts the drag polar near the cruise
lift coefficient, for instance near CL=0. 5 for commercial aircraft. Otherwise, near the maximum
lift coefficient or at low lift coefficients the Delta Method under predicts drag by up to 18%.
The main reason this method cannot be used in EDS is that it cannot estimate drag polars for
aircraft high-lift configurations, or the full lift-curve, lift as a function of angle of attack. Both
of these missing components are essential for the aircraft low-speed aerodynamic estimates.
Another aerodynamic prediction tailored exclusively for commercial transonic aircraft
configurations, like those studied in EDS, was developed by Paterson [8]. This method is also
missing the high-lift drag polar and lift-curve capabilities; however, the drag prediction
methods are quite similar to what is currently used in aircraft preliminary design. The problem
with the method is its age. When produced in 1973 the accuracy was very good; however,
many components of the method, such as the engine interference drag, show their age because
the engines considered all have a bypass ratio of zero. The current commercial fleet is
predominantly high-bypass ratio engines, with bypass ratios generally between five and ten.
One of the most modem publicly available drag build-up methods is in Torenbeek [9]. The
method has drag polar build-up methods for both cruise configuration and high-lift
configurations and computes the change in the lift-curve caused by flap-deployment. The
methods in Torenbeek are purely empirical, with some exceptions for simple flap theory, and
there is limited information for cruise configuration lift-curves. A good reference for lift-curve
prediction is contained in Schaufele [10]. Schaufele gives a simple method to estimate lift-
curves for both the clean and high-lift configurations, as well as to predict the maximum lift
coefficient.
The method presented in this thesis is largely an integration of the methods discussed
previously. The main differences are that the induced drag prediction uses a full vortex-lattice
method, many of the components have been updated and improved relative to the methods
developed in last twenty years, there are some new empirical corrections added to improve
predictions, and there is a significant amount of validation done on the estimates. The vortex-
lattice method enables considerable improvement in the estimates of induced drag when
compared with either Torenbeek's [9] or Schaufele's [10] empirical fits. This improves the
prediction of both the drag polar and the lift-curves. The methods updated over the past twenty
years largely come from the Engineering Sciences Data Unit (ESDU) and improve the
excrescence and upsweep drag predictions, as well as characteristics of the flaps and slats. The
ESDU methods contain data on considerably more modem aircraft and enable a much better
prediction of the current commercial fleet. An empirical correction that is unique to this
method is the additive drag which is caused by flying at other than the wing's design lift
coefficient. This enables a more accurate prediction of the drag at low lift coefficients and near
the maximum lift coefficients. The true improvement of this method over the existing work
discussed is the level of validation. The method has been compared against a collection of
NASA wind tunnel results, proprietary Boeing flight test results, the maximum lift information
contained in the FAA's Integrated Noise Model, and the previous methods discussed herein.
The estimates of the low-speed aerodynamic model are at least as good as all of the methods
discussed and are at the same level of accuracy as manufacturer initial design tools.
1.3. Noise
The goal of this thesis is to determine the influence of low-speed aerodynamic performance on
noise and to suggest ways that aircraft noise can be mitigated within the current aircraft fleet. A
multidisciplinary study by Antoine, Kroo, Willcox and Barter [5] used a multi-objective
genetic algorithm to optimize aircraft designs for minimum cost, fuel bum, noise, and nitrogen
oxide emissions. The study showed the minimum noise aircraft has a larger wing planform
area, considerably higher aspect ratio, considerably less wing sweep, larger horizontal tail area,
and larger, more powerful engines with a higher bypass ratio than the minimum cost aircraft.
This study used the Program for Aircraft Synthesis Studies, PASS, for low-speed
aerodynamics. The basis of PASS is a vortex-lattice code, as with the low-speed estimates of
low-speed prediction method discussed herein; however, the level of validation done on the
empirical predictions of high-lift and maximum lift coefficients is unknown. The major
difference between this work and the work herein is that the Antoine, Kroo, Willcox and Barter
study attempted to find the global optimum aircraft configuration for aircraft cost and noise.
This study attempts to determine the local sensitivity of noise to an aircraft's configuration,
representative of small changes to the current fleet that can reduce noise. The results of the two
studies will be qualitatively compared to show consistency of the trends of aircraft
configuration on reduced noise.
There is a collection of papers from the Silent Aircraft Initiative (SAI) that aimed to design an
airplane capable of producing an imperceptible level of noise outside of an airport boundary
[11]-[13]. The SAI uses a blended-wing-body (BWB) configuration so the aircraft are quite
different from the traditional tube and wing aircraft studied in this thesis. The aerodynamic
predictions use Athena Vortex Lattice, which is the same vortex lattice code used in the low-
speed estimates in the analysis herein. The remaining predictions for maximum lift coefficient
and flap and slat deflection are considerably different, necessarily so because of the BWB
configurations. For a BWB the maximum lift coefficient is affected by dominating three-
dimensional flow effects around the center body, and the airfoil shapes of the BWB must
change because of pitching moments and stability. Whereas, for the tube and wing, maximum
lift coefficient is mostly affected by the wingtip airfoils and the main lifting surface geometry
does not have to change because the horizontal tail can overcome pitching moment variations.
The BWB configuration completely changes the noise methodology used as well. With the
considerably better aerodynamic performance, the takeoff noise optimization done by the SAI
is largely to minimize the jet noise and not to vary the aerodynamic configuration. Similarly,
for landing, the optimization is to vary the approach path and not the airframe. The difference
between these publications and the analysis in this thesis is that in this thesis the aerodynamic
configuration is varied whereas in the publications the engine placement is varied. Also, a
study in this thesis attempts to determine the tradeoff between optimizing a departure trajectory
for minimum time to climb, minimum fuel bum, and minimum noise as opposed to only
optimizing for minimum noise. For approach, this study only studies configuration
sensitivities. The SAI work mostly studies approach procedures, such as displacing the
threshold, flying different speeds and different flight path angles. Some local sensitivity studies
are presented herein to determine similarities and differences between the current fleet and the
BWB configuration used by the SAI.
Other previous work at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology by John-Paul Clarke studied
single event noise abatement procedures for the 737-200 [14]. These studies are not
optimizations and do not attempt to measure the trades between noise, time and fuel burn that
are conducted in this work. For approach Clarke studies three procedures, the standard three
degree glide slope approach, a decelerating approach where the aircraft speed is continually
reduced while flying the three degree glide slope, and a vertically segmented approach where
the aircraft flies a steep decent and then intercepts the three degree glide slope at a lower
altitude. The three approaches are such that the last five hundred feet of the decent are the
same. Clarke found that the segmented approach reduced 60 dB noise exposure area by 55%
and the decelerating approach reduced 60 dB noise exposure area by 58%. For departure
Clarke studied the impacts of a collection of single event departures including: a de-rated
takeoff thrust, an enroute climb speed increase, a thrust cutback that starts at 800 feet and ends
at 2,000 feet, and a 60% thrust cutback that starts at 800 feet but ends at a variable altitude. All
of those isolated changes are compared to the standard departure contained in the Integrated
Noise Model for the 737-200. Clarke found that the takeoff de-rate and the increased enroute
climb speed, defined as the speed flown after an altitude of 3,000 feet, purely increased the
noise exposure. However, for any application of a cutback, Clarke was able to reduce the land
area exposed to peak noise levels, such as noise levels over 80 dB, but the total land area
exposed to moderate noise levels, such as over 60 dB, will only increase. Clarke then tested
two isolated changes to the ICAO departure procedure which is also contained in the INM and
compared those to the standard INM procedure. Clarke showed that the ICAO procedure, and
some isolated changes to it, including varying the transition altitude to enroute climb and climb
thrust reduction could reduce the noise exposure when compared to the standard INM
departure. The essential differences between Clarke's work and the work in this thesis is that
this work will present the sensitivities of noise to low-speed aerodynamics and the aircraft
configuration; for takeoff, it will show the trades between fuel burn, time to climb and noise.
The departure trajectories computed herein will be optimized assuming the pilot is allowed to
make up to four control inputs during the climb to 10,000 feet. These optimized trajectories
will also determine the benefits of various flap settings for departure and will attempt to
determine the best departure trajectory that a pilot can fly for minimum noise, fuel burn, and
time to climb.
Another project called NOISHHH developed by Visser and Wijnen seeks to optimize departure
trajectories for minimum population noise exposure [15], [16]. The papers present results for
minimum fuel bum and minimum number of awakenings for three dimensional departure
trajectories. This work is quite similar to the departure flight path optimization study conducted
herein. Both of these studies use the same noise software, the Integrated Noise Model. A major
difference between the studies is that Visser and Wijnen minimize population exposure, which
can be done by flying around people or over them quietly, and in this work land area exposure
is minimized. Both metrics are valuable, but minimizing exposed land area would be more
useful in a global sense as some airports are in densely populated areas and the only way to
reduce population impact is to minimize the amount of land affected. The other, much smaller
differences are: the aircraft used, the 737-300 versus the 747-200 here; the trajectory
computations are made with a slightly a different algorithm; and the optimization method used
in Visser and Wijnen's work is nonlinear programming which requires a weighting of each
objective so a single objective optimization is solved. Conversely, the analysis herein uses a
Pareto optimal, multi-objective, genetic algorithm. Accordingly, a collection of unique points
along the Pareto front are found by Visser that will miss any concave portions of the Pareto
front, but the entire Pareto front is computed here. The results from both methods will be
compared in Chapter 7.
1.4. Organization of the Thesis
The second chapter of this document will discuss how an airplane is parameterized for the low-
speed aerodynamic estimates and the approximations made in modeling. The third chapter will
present the low-speed aerodynamic model and all of the methods contained within it. The
conclusion of the third chapter will present results and validation of the low-speed method and
discuss its applicability. The fourth chapter will serve as the transition chapter between low-
speed aerodynamics and noise. It will discuss trajectory modeling, why the trajectory is
dependent on the low-speed aerodynamics, and the reasons the trajectories are important for
noise considerations. The method to predict aircraft noise will then be presented in Chapter 5.
The trajectory estimation and noise prediction methods will then be used to compute a
sensitivity study of the noise to the low-speed aerodynamics. The trajectories used will
represent the noise certification procedures for a commercial aircraft takeoff and landing, and
this will be presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 will present a capabilities demonstration and
show an optimization study that estimates the Pareto front of optimal departure trajectories in
terms of fuel burn, noise exposure, and time to climb for the Boeing 747-200. A conclusion
summarizing the entire thesis will then be presented.

CHAPTER 2: Modeling for Performance Estimation
The aircraft are parameterized in a way that is standard for aircraft preliminary design. The
parameters are generally high-level and represent quantities that can be easily translated into
performance. For instance, the planform area and the aspect ratio are important for predicting
climb performance and induced drag, they also define most of the aircraft's wing geometry.
This chapter defines all of the aircraft and flow parameters used for low-speed aerodynamic
predictions. There are sixty parameters in total, and the approximate level of detail used in the
low-speed model is shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Wireframe model showing the approximate detail of the aircraft used in the low-speed
aerodynamic model.
2.1. Aircraft Parameterization
The geometric parameters for the main wing are listed and explained in Table 2.1. The
following table, Table 2.2, will detail all of the parameters that define the aircraft flap and slat
settings. The airplane fuselage parameters are defined in Table 2.3. The following tables, Table
2.4 and Table 2.5 define the aircraft horizontal tail and vertical tail respectively. The
configuration parameters defining the aircraft engines are given in Table 2.6. Table 2.7 will
then present the remaining parameters for low-speed analysis. A final section of this chapter
will present the airfoil parameterization and rationale behind it.
Geometric Parameters for the Main Lifting Surface
cw, Winc Incidence angle of the wing, degrees.
A 1/4, SWEEP Quarter-chord sweep angle, degrees.
DIH Wing dihedral (or anhedral), degrees.
SW Wing planform area.
k, TR Wing taper ratio, tip chord/root chord
Y2 Spanwise location of wing trapezoidal breakpoint, also where the engine is
located, fraction of span.
Wstart Vertical location of the main wing at the aircraft centerline, negative if the
wing is below the centerline, in aircraft length units.
CGW Lengthwise location of the wing, measured from fictional point where leading
edges of the wings would intersect on the aircraft centerline.
Table 2.1 Wing geometric parameter list.
Geometric Parameters for Flaps and Slats
YO Spanwise beginning of inboard trailing edge flaps, fraction of span.
Y1 Spanwise end of inboard trailing edge flaps, fraction of span.
X1 Chord fraction of inboard trailing edge flap at Y1, XO is computed from Xl
because the trailing edge is assumed perpendicular to the fuselage, fraction of
chord.
X2 Chord fraction at the spanwise beginning of the outboard trailing edge flap,
located at Y3, fraction of chord.
Y3 Spanwise beginning of outboard trailing edge flaps, fraction of span.
X3 Chord fraction at the spanwise end of the outboard trailing edge flap, located at
Y4, fraction of chord.
Y4 Spanwise end of outboard trailing edge flaps, fraction of span.
X4 Chord fraction at the spanwise beginning of the leading edge flap or slat,
located at Y5, fraction of chord.
Y5 Spanwise beginning of leading edge flap or slat, fraction of span.
X5 Chord fraction at the spanwise end of the leading edge flap or slat, located at
Y6, fraction of chord.
Y6 Spanwise end of leading edge flap or slat, fraction of span.
8f Trailing edge flap deflection, degrees.
6 s Leading edge flap deflection, degrees.
Table 2.2 Flap and slat geometric parameter list.
Geometric Parameters for the Fuselage
WD Maximum fuselage depth/height, aircraft length scale units.
WF Maximum fuselage width, aircraft length scale units.
XL Length of the fuselage, aircraft length scale units.
Wtail Final diameter of the fuselage trailing edge as a fraction of the maximum
fuselage height, fraction of WD.
Wflat Location where the nose of the fuselage becomes cylindrical, fraction of XL.
Wflat2 Location where the tail of the fuselage transitions from cylindrical, fraction of
XL.
Wbend Fuselage centerline upsweep angle, degrees.
Table 2.3 Fuselage geometric parameter list.
Geometric Parameters for the Horizontal Tail
HTinc Horizontal tail angle of incidence, degrees.
ARHT Horizontal tail aspect ratio.
SWPHT Quarter-chord sweep angle, degrees.
HTDIH Horizontal tail dihedral (or anhedral), degrees.
SHT Horizontal tail planform area.
TRHT Horizontal tail taper ratio.
HTstart Vertical location of the horizontal tail above the aircraft centerline, in aircraft
length units.
Table 2.4 Horizontal tail geometric parameter list.
Geometric Parameters for the Vertical Tail
ARVT Vertical tail aspect ratio.
SWPVT Quarter-chord sweep angle, degrees.
HTDIV Vertical tail dihedral (or anhedral), degrees.
SVT Vertical tail planform area.
TRVT Vertical tail taper ratio.
Table 2.5 Vertical tail geometric parameter list.
Geometric Parameters for Aircraft Engines
Edia Engine fan diameter, aircraft length scale units.
ELen Engine maximum length, aircraft length scale units.
NacT Nacelle thickness, aircraft length scale units.
Table 2.6 Aircraft engine geometric parameter list.
Other Model Parameters
GearDown Boolean variable indicating whether or not the landing gear is deployed.
Re L Reynolds number per foot * 106.
Mach Mach number used for skin friction coefficients.
Table 2.7 Other low-speed aerodynamic model parameters.
2.2. Airfoil Parameterization
2.2.1. Main Lifting Element
The airfoils used for the main lifting element in the low-Speed aerodynamics tool are all
NACA 6-series; however, only three of the six parameters for a NACA 6-series airfoil are
used. NACA 6-series airfoils were selected for this tool because of the flexibility in their
geometry and that they can be used on aircraft with transonic cruise speeds. NACA 6-series
airfoils can represent highly aft-loaded airfoils with good transonic properties, they can be
made to mimic NACA 4-series airfoils, or they can represent other more complicated airfoils
by allowing fractional parameters. The 6-series airfoils are accordingly a good choice for
airfoil modeling as they enable a large variety of airfoils to be parameterized with a small
number of parameters. The parameters for a complete NACA 6-series airfoil are listed with an
example in Table 2.8.
NACA 652-212 a=0.8
6 Specifies the airfoil as a NACA 6-series airfoil
5 Location of minimum Cp in tenths of the chord
2 Half-width of low-drag bucket in tenths of CL
2 Airfoil design lift coefficient in tenths.
12 Thickness to chord ratio of the airfoil in hundredths.
0.8 Percentage of the airfoil with laminar flow, degree of aft loading.
Table 2.8 NACA 6-Series Airfoil, parameter definition [17].
Using an early variant of the low-speed aerodynamics tool, a design space study was conducted
on an aircraft where all of the airfoil parameters for a NACA 6-series airfoil where varied. The
only portions of the tool affected by the airfoil are the vortex lattice method for induced drag
and the skin friction method used for profile drag; both methods are discussed in chapter 3. It
was found that for the vortex lattice method only the airfoil design lift coefficient, airfoil
thickness to chord ratio, and laminar flow fraction changed any of the results. For the skin
friction method, the only parameter that had any impact was the thickness to chord ratio.
Therefore, the only parameters used in this method for the airfoils are the design lift
coefficient, thickness to chord ratio, and percentage of laminar flow. The remaining parameters
are a NACA 632-*** airfoil.
2.2.2. Tail Lifting Surfaces
In the low-speed aerodynamics tool the tail surfaces are parameterized by only the thickness to
chord ratio of the airfoil. Accordingly, they are treated as NACA 4-Series symmetric airfoils.
This means the NACA 4-series designations would be 00**. It would be a trivial modification
to include NACA 6-series airfoils or complete airfoil profiles for the tail surfaces.
2.2.3. Airfoil Parameter List
Airfoil Parameter List
Cll Design lift coefficient of the main wing at wing root.
Al Airfoil percentage aft loading at the wing root.
TOC 1 Thickness to chord ratio of the main wing at the wing root.
C12 Design lift coefficient of the main wing at trapezoidal break, Y2.
A2 Airfoil percentage aft loading at trapezoidal break, Y2.
TOC2 Thickness to chord ratio of the main wing at trapezoidal break, Y2.
C13 Design lift coefficient of the main wing at wing tip.
A3 Airfoil percentage aft loading at the wing tip.
TOC3 Thickness to chord ratio of the main wing at the wing tip.
HTTOC Horizontal tail thickness to chord ratio.
VTTOC Vertical tail thickness to chord ratio.
Table 2.9 Airfoil parameter list.

CHAPTER 3: Low-Speed Aerodynamics Estimation Method
The goal of the Low-Speed Aerodynamics Estimation is to predict the drag polars, lift curves,
and maximum lift coefficients of subsonic commercial transport aircraft quickly and with
accuracy similar to a manufacturer preliminary design trade study. The speed of the prediction
must be such that the entire United States fleet, or about 5,000 aircraft types, can be predicted
in a weekend's time. That sets an upper bound on the solution time of about 20 seconds. The
level of accuracy desired would be similar to computational fluid dynamics, but with less than
a hundredth of the solution time required. Accordingly, a collection of physics-based and
empirical methods have been combined to predict aircraft low-speed performance.
The chapter will be divided into five sections, (1) a summary of the method and relative
importance of its components, (2) a detailed explanation of the method to estimate the clean
configuration, or flaps up and slats up drag polar, (3) a similar explanation for the high-lift drag
polar, (4) an explanation of the method to estimate the maximum lift coefficient and the lift
curves, and lastly, (5) a discussion of modeling pitfalls and suggestions for achieving accurate
predictions. Each section discussing an estimation method, for instance, clean drag polars,
high-lift drag polars, maximum lift coefficient, and lift curve estimation will have a self-
contained validation section.
3.1. High-Level Overview
The method is structured so an airplane geometry can be manipulated and analyzed to estimate
three key outputs, clean configuration drag polars, high-lift configuration drag polars, and lift
curves. The information flow of the entire method is shown in Figure 3.1.
Low Speed Aero Flow Chart
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H
Figure 3.1 - Presentation of a flow chart of the low-speed aerodynamics methodology, which has been color
coded to show the source of the method. Blue indicates work that is predominantly created in this thesis,green indicates work that is largely from other sources, but modified to fit this framework, and red
indicates a result.
Another important piece of information is the relative magnitudes of the different components
of drag. This information is shown for both a clean and high-lift configuration of a Boeing 777-
200 in Figure 3.2. For a clean configuration the profile drag and induced drag account for up to
ninety percent of the drag, and the remaining components of drag are empirical correction
terms. For the high-lift configuration, slat drag, profile drag, induced drag and slat drag are all
important terms, and the remaining portion of drag is also an empirical correction.
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Figure 3.2: Figure showing the relative magnitudes of the different components of drag for both a clean and
high-lift configuration using the low-speed aerodynamic model and public geometry for a Boeing 777-200.
3.2. Clean Configuration Drag Polar
The clean configuration drag polar is defined as the sum of five components of drag, profile
drag, induced drag, excrescence drag, interference drag and off-design drag. The computation
of the total aircraft drag coefficient is shown in Equation 3.1.
CD Dp + CDind + CDe + CDint + ACD
3.2.1. Profile Drag
Profile drag is the drag due to skin friction and form drag due to boundary layer growth. Both
phenomena have been well captured by empirical relationships, and the profile drag predictions
can be considered one of the most accurate parts of this method. The skin friction drag will be
treated as an empirical skin friction coefficient multiplied by the wetted area of a component
divided by a reference area, and the pressure drag will be modeled as a form factor multiplying
the skin friction drag. Equation 3.2 shows the complete formula for the profile drag.
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The code used to predict the profile drag is called "Friction.f' and is produced by W.H Mason
at Virginia Tech. A brief theoretical summary of the code will be given herein; however, for a
more in-depth discussion of the theory in "Friction.f' the reader is urged to see the user's guide
[18].
Skin Friction Drag
Skin friction drag is the force caused by the molecules of air sliding along the surface of the
aircraft. The skin friction drag coefficient, CF, is a weighted sum of the laminar skin friction
and turbulent skin friction coefficients based on the fraction of the reference length exposed to
each type of flow, the equation to compute the skin friction is presented in Equation 3.3.
C F = C -urbulen Xtransit C urbulent - C 3.3
turbulent~( ) turbulen Xtransition amina transitionI
For cases with fixed transition, such as the wind tunnel models Xtransition should be set to the
appropriate location; however, for commercial aircraft xtransition can be approximated quite
accurately as zero.
The laminar skin friction coefficient assumes flat plate Blasius flow corrected for
compressibility. For Blasius flow, the skin friction coefficient is only a function of the
Reynolds number, but in this model there is compressibility correction, C*, the Chapman-
Rebesin constant, see Equation 3.4. The Reynolds number used for this method is the standard
definition with a reference density, velocity, length, and viscosity as presented in Equation 3.5.
The assumptions of the method are that air has a Prandtl number of 0.72, a recovery factor of
the square root of the Prandtl number, Pr /2 , a specific heat ratio, y=1.4, and a boundary layer
edge temperature of Te=390 OR.
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The turbulent skin friction coefficient estimation procedure is substantially more complicated.
It involves solving an implicit nonlinear system of equations that include the Reynolds number
and compressibility effects. A thorough description of the method is left to reference [18]. The
assumptions for turbulent flow are that the recovery factor, r=0.88, and the boundary layer
edge temperature is Te=4000R.
Form Drag
Form drag is the force caused by the boundary layer wake behind the body; it is essentially a
remnant of the boundary layer momentum thickness. The boundary layer momentum thickness
is correlated to the skin friction coefficient (by the integral boundary layer equations), which
means that the form drag is closely related to the skin friction drag. For the skin friction drag
only the body's wetted area matters as it is the friction of the air molecules sliding past.
However, form drag includes effects of the boundary layer momentum thickness which means
that it is also a function of the body's thickness. Accordingly, the form factor will be an
empirical function of the thickness to chord ratio for a planar aircraft component, and will be
an empirical function of the fineness ratio, ratio of the diameter to length, for a body of
revolution. The empirical function for a planar form factor is shown in Equation 3.6, and the
empirical function for the form factor of an axisymmetric body is shown in Equation 3.7.
FFplanar =1+2.7-+100L - 3.6C c
FFoby = 1+ 1.5 +7 7 3.7
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Profile Drag Verification
The profile drag methodology was tested with two cases, NASA wind tunnel tests of a
subsonic commercial transport [19], and the Boeing 737-700. In addition, the method was
compared with an alternative method from Shevell [20]. A wireframe diagram of the wind
tunnel model is show in Figure 3.3, and a wireframe model of the 737-700 is shown in Figure
3.4.
iF ure 3 3 Wireframe sketch of NASA -
5971 wind tunnel model [19]. Figure 3.4 Wireframe sketch of a Boeing 737-700.
The wind tunnel measurements and correlations agreed almost perfectly. The worst case error
was 2 drag counts or 1.13%. The complete results are in Table 3.1.
Mach No. CDp "Friction.F" CDp Nominal Error %Error
0.550 0.02113 0.02114 0.0000 0.047%
0.725 0.02035 0.02058 0.0002 1.130%
0.775 0.02015 0.02019 0.0000 0.199%
0.850 0.01983 0.01988 0.0000 0.252%
Table 3.1 Profile drag comparison between wind tunnel measurements and
NASA TN D-5971 [19].
"Friction.f" for the model in
The method in Shevell only contains data for Mach 0.5, so only one comparison is made.
However, again the total error is 2 drag counts which is 1.05% error. The complete results of
the comparison are in Table 3.2.
Mach No. CDp "Friction.F" CDp Nominal Error %Error
0.500 0.02100 0.02122 0.0002 1.048%
Table 3.2 Profile drag comparison between method in Shevell and "Friction.f".
The profile drag predictions for the 737-700 also have a similar error of 1.58%. Thus, for the
comparisons done it appears that the correlations in "Friction.f' are accurate to within 1.6% or
better for the types of aircraft examined in this thesis.
3.2.2. Induced Drag
The induced drag is computed using Athena Vortex Lattice, AVL, written by Mark Drela and
Harold Youngren [21]. The geometry of the lifting surfaces is translated and imported to AVL.
AVL then computes the lift and induced drag at the Trefftz Plane. Vortex lattice methods
assume potential flow and that lift is always linearly proportional to angle of attack, so at low
angles of attack they are quite accurate; however, at high angles of attack their predictions
break down.
3.2.3. Excrescence Drag
Excrescence Drag will be defined as the drag due to "all deviations from a smooth external
surface," such as, antennas, air-conditioners, rivets, skin-waviness, sheet metal joints, etc. The
definition is based on an ESDU document, reference [22], which defines all of the components
of excrescence drag, and then correlates the total aircraft excrescence drag to the total aircraft
wetted area. This is the selected approach for the low-speed aerodynamic estimates. An
alternative approach is to simply increase the profile drag by 6% [20]. Validation cases show
the ESDU method more accurate than the 6% profile drag increase.
The excrescence drag model was validated with Boeing flight test results for the 737-700 and
777-200. For the 737-700, the excrescence drag prediction is off by 8.9% which is 0.9% of
total drag. For the 777-200, the excrescence drag prediction is off by 4.0% which is 0.2% of
total drag.
The excrescence drag levels from reference [22] are shown in Figure 3.5. They are interpreted
herein as 'Historic Aircraft', 'Current Aircraft', and 'Presumed Future Minimum' which is
slightly different from the definitions given in the reference. However, each curve is the
product of the excrescence drag coefficient and the aircraft wetted area, so division by the
aircraft reference area is necessary to convert to an actual drag coefficient. The drag levels are
interpolated using a technology factor, where 0 is historic (circa 1960), 1 is current technology
(circa 2000), and 2 is the presumed future minimum (asymptotic minimum). Therefore, any
technology factor between 0 and 2 will result in an interpolation between two of those curves.
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Figure 3.5 Excrescence drag as a function of aircraft total wetted area and a technology factor [22].
3.2.4. Interference Drag
Interference drag is separated into two components, Engine-Nacelle-Pylon-Wing interference
and fuselage upsweep drag.
0
Engine-Nacelle-Pylon-Wing Interference
Engine-Nacelle-Pylon-Wing Interference is to account for any effects of scrubbing between the
high velocity jet from the engine exhaust, or the free-stream flow being entrained into the jet,
and the aircraft wing or pylon. At high-speed the interference will also include the
compressibility effects of a virtual streamtube between the pylon and fuselage and between the
wing and the engine. It seems apparent that a method for predicting interference drag in this
region should be a function of the engine size, distance between the nacelle and the wing, and
the distance between the engine intake and wing leading edge. Before computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) it appears this was the case, as reference [8], has a correlation for interference
drag that is a function of these geometric parameters. However, the results in that paper are
considerably dated as all of the engines in the study are for zero bypass ratio engines. A more
recent study by Tinoco and Chen states that because of CFD the past correlations for
interference drag based on geometry and engine parameters are all invalid. Redesigns of old
aircraft from those correlations were done to show that previous techniques to restrict engines
from being too close to the wing to prevent high interference drag were no longer appropriate.
The past aircraft designed with those design correlations could be retrofitted with new close-
coupled layouts with a similar drag penalty [23].
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Figure 3.6 Comparison between original engine integration schemes and computationally derived
integration schemes with similar interference drag [23].
A more recent study by Berry discusses the engine airframe integration of the Boeing 777 and
some of the factors involved. It is clear that the geometric position of the engine both vertically
and laterally with respect to the wing, and the bypass ratio are important parameters. The
largest effect of the bypass ratio is to increase the amount of the pylon scrubbed by high-
velocity flow as well as to decrease the velocity of the jet from the engine. The article
recommends CFD as the primary tool to design or to analyze engine integration methods and to
use supplemental wind tunnel testing [24].
An exhaustive search for a proper low-fidelity technique to predict this type of interference
drag proved unfruitful. The current method employed is a correlation created from wind tunnel
tests of external stores underneath a wing contained in Hoerner [26]. The function only has one
of the expected parameters, which is the ratio of distance between the bottom of the wing and
the top of the nacelle, y, to the diameter of the nacelle, d. The correlation is shown in Equation
3.8.
CDint = 0.147(y{(d2 12 3.8
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Fuselage Upsweep Drag
Fuselage upsweep drag is the additional drag caused by the downwash of the wing deflecting
the flow along the aft portion of the fuselage. The minimum fuselage drag occurs when the
flow along the aft portion of the fuselage is aligned with the fuselage axis, but because of
takeoff and landing constraints the aft portion of the fuselage is swept upward so the aircraft
can have a higher rotation angle when close to the ground. The upsweep of the fuselage causes
the flow past the aft fuselage to not be aligned with the fuselage axis. In the drag model
discussed in this thesis, upsweep drag and induced drag are the only two drag components that
vary with lift. Upsweep drag varies with lift because as lift increases the angle of the
downwash also increases. In Figure 3.7, the red line corresponds to the fuselage mean line, and
the black lines are to sketch the approximate downwash.
Figure 3.7 Sketch of the wing downwash going past the tail of the fuselage and the cause of upsweep drag.
The methodology for computing fuselage upsweep drag is taken from ESDU [27], and the
reader is urged to see that document for complete details, as only a short outline will be
provided here. The first part of the method is to compute the local downwash angle in the
region of the fuselage upsweep. Although the vortex lattice method may provide a good
estimate of local downwash, the ESDU method contains an empirical prediction which was
selected to maintain consistency. The downwash angle relative to the fuselage is based on the
standard method to compute the downwash angle for a wing, the lift curve slope divided by pi
and the aspect ratio multiplied by the angle of attack. However, for the downwash relative to
the fuselage, there is an empirical correction H based on the wing sweep and the distance
between the wing and upswept fuselage. The formula for the local downwash angle is shown
in Equation 3.5. The remainder of the method is to define a function, G, which is a function of
the angle of attack, fuselage centerline upsweep angle, and the downwash angle, given in
Equation 3.10. The difference between the function G evaluated at zero upsweep, P=O, and the
upsweep angle, 3, multiplied by a collection of empirical corrections is the upsweep drag. The
two empirical corrections account for a non-circular fuselage profile, k, and cross-flow behind
the fuselage, Cds. The derivation and empirical fits for those two corrections are left to the
reference. Also, the fuselage upsweep drag is referenced to the aft fuselage planform area, Sp,
which is shown in Figure 3.8. It is necessary to convert the reference area to the standard
reference, the wing planform area. Accordingly, Equation 3.11 shows the complete formula to
compute fuselage upsweep drag, using the function G, empirical correction factors, and
conversion to the correct reference area.
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Figure 3.8 Schematic of the aft fuselage planform area used to compute fuselage upsweep drag, Sp.
3.2.5. Off-Design Drag
The vortex lattice code produces a solution in which the lift coefficient is linearly related to the
angle of attack. For small angles of attack, the vortex lattice predictions and the flight test data
show excellent correlation; however, the predictions and flight test data diverge rapidly at only
a couple of degrees angle of attack. Dr. Liebeck [25] recommended adding in empirical
corrections to the drag polar as a function of CL-CLdesign and wing sweep.
The empirical correction curves are based on wind tunnel data and flight test data for six
aircraft. The aircraft geometries are in Appendix A: Aircraft Geometries, but the sweep angles
are shown in Table 3.3.
Aircraft Sweep
NASA TN D-5971 26.30
Boeing 727-100 32 o
Boeing 737-700 -25
Boeing 747-100 37.5 o
NACA L50F20 47.7 o
NACA L8H20 51.3 o
Table 3.3 Wing quarter-chord sweep angle for test case aircraft.
The correction curves are selected such that each aircraft is interpolated between two of the
constant sweep curves. Accordingly, each curve will affect two models so there should be
some implicit consistency due to this procedure. For aircraft with sweep less than thirty
degrees, the thirty degree sweep curve should still be applied. The empirically determined
curves are plotted in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9 Incremental drag coefficient as a function of CL-CLdesign and wing sweep.
The parameter CLdesign is 0.4 for all of the full-aircraft configurations. For a single lifting
element configuration the design lift coefficient should be the lift coefficient at which the
minimum drag occurs. For the two NACA single lifting element test cases used in this thesis,
the entire wing used a constant NACA 6-series airfoil, so CLdesign is known a priori because of
the airfoil definition. Therefore, the procedure for choosing CLdesign should be 0.4 for aircraft
with a wing and tail or the lift coefficient of minimum drag for a single lifting surface
configuration.
Figure 3.10 shows the effect of adding the off-design drag to the potential flow induced drag
computed by the vortex lattice method. For angles of attack where CL is approximately linear
with angle of attack, between CL=0.2 and CL=0.6, the vortex lattice prediction is quite good.
However, as viscous effects increase the linear relationship between lift and angle of attack no
longer holds and the vortex lattice method underestimates the drag. The off-design drag is
applied using cubic spline interpolation, which does allow for extrapolation. The effect of the
extrapolation is that approximations of drag above CL=CLdesign+0. 9 , is a drag prediction which
shows rapid growth along a cubic polynomial. This is an artificial stall mechanism, meaning
there will be a rapid drag rise with increasing lift; however, it is purely numerical and is not a
physical representation of stall. This is evident on both of the drag polars for the NACA single
lifting surface models, the two results on the bottom right of Figure 3.10, where the estimated
drag grows sharply at high CL, but not in the same manner as the wind tunnel result.
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Figure 3.10 The effect of the ACd v ACL curves when applied to the drag polars predicted by the vortex
lattice method.
3.3. Method Results - Flaps Up
Six validation cases were used to determine the validity of this method for clean aircraft: a
comparison between wind tunnel results for the NASA TN D-5971 model discussed
previously; wind tunnel test results two single lifting element highly swept wings; and
comparisons between flight test results for the Boeing 727-100, Boeing 737-700, and the
Boeing 747-100. In addition, a comparison of the drag polar for the 777-200ER predicted by
this method and a purely empirical method called the Delta Drag Method [7] was undertaken to
compare the predictions of methods with similar cruise-configuration fidelity.
For clean airplanes, the results of this method are very good over the validated range of the
ACd v ACL curves as shown in Figure 3.9. For complete aircraft, this range should be
considered between CL=-0.4 and CL=1.0, but for a single lifting surface, tail-less airplane, the
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range should be considered between CL=-0. 4 and CL=0.7 . Within these ranges the drag
prediction should be within approximately 1% of the actual aircraft drag.
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Figure 3.11 Comparison between wind tunnel results and predictions for the model of NASA TN D-5971
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Figure 3.12 Comparison between Boeing 727-100 flight test data and the predictions of the low-speed
aerodynamics model.
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Figure 3.13 Comparison between Boeing 737-700 flight test results and low-speed aerodynamics method
predictions.
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Figure 3.14 Comparison of Boeing 747-100 flight test data and the predictions of the low-speed
aerodynamics predictions.
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Figure 3.15 Comparison of NACA RM L50F20, 47.70 swept wing and the predicted drag polar. The sharp
rise of the drag prediction is clear near stall, and it is quite evident that it is not physical representation of
stall.
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Figure 3.16 Comparison of NACA RM L8H20, 51.30 swept wing and the predicted drag polar. As in Figure
3.15, there is a sharp drag rise in the predicted polar that is an unphysical stall representation.
3.3.1. 777-200ER Comparison with Delta Drag Method
It is important to note that the drag polars and the geometry for the Boeing 777-200ER are not
from the Boeing Company, and the predictions herein are based on publicly available geometry
and information. There are known uncertainties in the geometric data used, and these results
are intended as a comparison between two methods and not to accurately estimate the drag
polar for the 777-200ER.
The Delta Method is a purely empirical method based on a database of preceding aircraft. The
method was developed in 1978 by Lockheed for NASA. The method has similar profile drag
correlations as the method discussed here; however, the remainder of the method is largely
different. The drag buildup is separated into different components, and the induced drag is
treated as if the aircraft has an elliptical lift distribution with a separate empirical correction
term added. For complete details of the Delta Method the reader is encouraged to see reference
[7].
The accuracy of the Delta Drag Method for commercial transport aircraft is unknown as the
documentation only states that the Lockheed L-1011 TriStar was used in the aircraft database.
All flight test and wind tunnel comparisons in the literature are for supersonic or military
aircraft. The estimates of the two methods are shown in Figure 3.17, and they are the same near
the cruise lift coefficient, CL=0.5. However, at lift coefficients away from the cruise lift
coefficient the Delta Method predicts drag up to 18% less than this method.
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Figure 3.17 Comparison of the predicted drag polar and the drag polar predicted by the Delta Drag
Method [7] for the Boeing 777-200ER at Mach 0.3 and 10,000ft altitude based on publicly available
geometry.
3.4. Drag Polars for High-Lift Devices Deployed
The high-lift devices accounted for in this method are both leading-edge slats and trailing-edge
flaps. The high-lift drag polars are computed using the same method as for clean aircraft except
the off-design drag term is removed, and four additional terms are added. The four new terms
correspond to (1) a flap vortex drag term, K2 ACLO2, (2) a flap profile drag term, (3) a slat drag
term, and (4) a landing gear drag term. The method is shown in Equation 3.12, and each of the
new drag components will be discussed in this section.
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3.4.1. Drag Components from Clean Configuration
The initial components of the high-lift drag polar are all the same as for the clean
configuration, so the profile drag, induced drag, excrescence drag, and interference drag all
carry over. The only drag component that does not carry over from the clean configuration is
the ACD term that is correlated to wing sweep. This means that the only term in the high-lift
drag prediction that varies with lift is the induced drag. Accordingly, in violation of common
practice, the high-lift drag polars have a higher Oswald Efficiency Factor than the clean drag
polars. This means the drag polars rise less sharply with lift than do the clean configuration
drag polars.
3.4.2. Vortex Drag Term
The K2AC2LO term is computed in two parts. The AC2LO is the additional lift generated at zero
angle of attack due to flap and slat deployment. This term assumes that the flaps and slats are
full span. The K2 term is a correction which adjusts for part-span flaps and slats.
The first effect to account for when computing K is the interference between the fuselage and
the flaps. The method to do this is to fictitiously decrease the span fraction for the inboard edge
of the inboard trailing edge flap, or to decrease the variable Y1. Y1 is increased or decreased
by an amount As which is an empirical function of the fraction of the fuselage height that the
wing is above the fuselage centerline (value is negative if the wing is below the centerline), and
the fraction of the wing span occupied by the fuselage, and is computed with Equation 3.13.
The geometric ratios used in Equation 3.13 are presented in Figure 3.18. The fictitiously
modified span fraction of the flap, bi is computed in Equation 3.14 as the sum of inboard span
fraction and the fictitious span change [29].
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Figure 3.18 Geometric definitions for fuselage interference effects on flaps.
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The other parameters needed to predict K are the outboard span fraction where the outboard
flaps end and the aspect ratio. The outboard span fraction, bo, is the same value as the input
parameter Y4. The three parameters, bi, bf, and the aspect ratio, AR, can be used with the
empirical function shown from reference [28] to compute K. The empirical function assumes
the flaps are ungapped, that they are continuous from bi to bo, which is not generally true for
commercial aircraft. However, for commercial aircraft the gaps are usually small, and may
contain an engine pylon, so this correlation is still considered valid. Any errors in this
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correlation will be corrected in the empirical function for the flap profile drag, CDflap, discussed
later.
The ACLO term is the additional lift at zero angle of attack generated by the flap and slat
deployment at the trailing edge of the wing. ESDU has a catalog of articles, references [31]-
[35], dedicated to predicting the additional lift at zero angle of attack. Some of the articles
require numerous parameters that are beyond the scope of this model and poor predictions
resulted from using approximate values. The final method uses the ESDU method for leading
edge slats, reference [31], and treats the trailing-edge flap as a plain flap using the ESDU
method in reference [32]. However, the ESDU plain flap method has been implemented in
conjunction with an effectiveness correlation from Torenbeek which is an empirical function of
the deflection angle and chord fraction [9]. Accordingly, the total change in lift coefficient at
zero angle of attack is the sum of the change in lift coefficient caused by the flaps and the slats,
multiplied by the efficiency factor in Torenbeek, which is presented in Equation 3.15.
ACLO = 77f [ACL-le + ACL-te ] 3.15
The first step in predicting the additional lift of the flaps and the slats is to account for the
chord extension. An approximation made is that entire chord of the flap and slat is extended
from the wing, this approximation is probably decent for flaps but likely in error for slats. The
extended chord is the sum of the wing chord plus the chords of the flap and slats if they are
extended, Equation 3.16. Additional lift at zero angle of attack is added if the slats are gapped,
for most aircraft during takeoff the slats are sealed, but for landing they are gapped. It appears
for matching test data that 19.20 slat deflection provides a good breakpoint between sealed and
gapped leading edge devices. Accordingly, the additional lift from a gapped slat system, ACL-
1e2, is zero if the slat deflection is less than 19.20 and 0.03 if greater, Equation 3.17. All of these
components can be combined with the slat deflection angle, 81e, in Equation 3.18 to estimate
the total additional lift from the leading edge slat.
c' = C + c + Cle (if both flaps and leading edges are deployed) 3.16
I 0 5e < 19.2' 3.17
ACL-le2 = 0.03 gie > 19.20
ACL-le = -2.70- -e os-• 1 - 2 c e - -1- 2 - + ACL-,e2c 180 c' c' 3.18
The change in lift at zero angle of attack due to trailing-edge device deployment, ACL-te, is
defined in Equation 3.19. The equation is very similar in form to the leading edge lift with the
exception of an empirical efficiency factor, Jp. The definition of Jp and the derivation of the
additional trailing-edge lift a zero angle of attack are found in reference [32].
C2 J - 2 - + fACLte =2-JPSf -•1 c9
The flap efficiency, iqf, can then be estimated from Torenbeek's correlations. The one used in
the model is for an average double-slotted flap and it is shown in Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.19: Flap effectiveness empirical function for double-slotted flaps from Torenbeek [9].
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3.4.3. Flap Profile Drag
The flap profile drag is another empirical function. The parameters are flap deflection angle,
flap chord ratio, and the wing quarter chord sweep. The empirical function interpolates the flap
deflection angle into the curve shown in Figure 3.20, and then scales it by the empirical
function presented in Equation 3.20.
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Figure 3.20: Raw CDflap to be used in Equation 3.20.
CDflap = CDfap (flap) COS(A0.25c f0).c
3.20
As a comparison the actual flap profile drag for an aircraft with a quarter chord sweep angle 
of
300 and a chord fraction cf/c=0.25 is shown in Figure 3.21 for this method, Schaufele's
method, and two ESDU methods. The method herein has more profile drag than the 
other
methods, which likely means the flap vortex drag is in error. Accordingly, both the flap 
vortex
drag and flap profile drag may be bookkeeping drag in a way that is inconsistent with the
definitions; nonetheless the total drag is estimated correctly. As a point of note, when multiple
flaps of different chords are used on the same airplane the area-weighted average of the flap
chords should be used for the flap profile drag estimate.
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Figure 3.21: Sample curve of CDflap Flap Deflection for an aircraft with 300 of sweep and a flap chord
fraction of 0.25. Compared to results from Schaufele [10] and ESDU [321,[34].
3.4.4. Slat Drag
There are three confounding phenomena that occur from slat deployment. The first is that the
deployment increases the camber of the wing and enables the wing to decrease its angle of
attack, which reduces drag. The second, especially for gapped leading edge devices, is that the
slat helps to maintain flow attachment over the wing, which decreases drag. The third is that
deployment of the slat increases the drag due to additional wetted area, local flow separation
behind the slat, and generally makes the wing a less clean surface.
0.1
0.05
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Equation 3.21 shows an empirically generated slat deployment drag coefficient. The first term,
accounts for the decrease in angle of attack of the wing and reduced flow separation and is
proportional to the additional lift generated by the flaps at zero angle of attack. The second
term accounts for the drag penalty of altering the clean wing. Sle is the reference area of the
wing covered by the slats, is defined differently from other methods where Sle is normally all
of the wing area effected by the slats.
The correlation used assumes the slats are sealed for deflections below 19.130 and are gapped
for higher deflections. Although flaps maybe sealed between 10-170 and gapped around 20-350
the 19.130 does not have to change, it represents a good mean value.
CDsdat = -0.07. ACLO + 0.315i S3l2ie 3.21
S re1)9.13
Very little data is available for the drag increment for slat deployment. One of the few is
Schaufele [10] which says a good average value for slat drag is 0.006.
3.4.5. Landing Gear Deployment Drag
The landing gear drag prediction method is the simple correlation from Schaufele [10]. The
drag coefficient is linearly related to the flap deflection angle, as presented in Figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.22: Landing gear drag coefficient prediction [10].
The drag predicted by Schaufele's method is based on data from the DC-9. Other aircraft with
multiple wheels on each truck would have a different drag coefficient; however, it appears that
the drag coefficient will still vary linearly with the flap deflection angle. For a much more
sophisticated landing gear drag prediction method the reader is encouraged to see reference
[36].
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3.5. Method Results - Flaps Deployed
The results for flaps deployed are not as accurate as the results for the clean aircraft. The
maximum error encountered for any predicted point on any of the drag polars was 11 percent.
However, the average error is about 3%. The results of the Boeing 727-100, 737-700, 747-100,
and a NASA wind tunnel model are presented herein. In all of the plots, the lines represent the
flight test data or wind tunnel data, and the asterisks represent the estimates of this low-speed
estimation method.
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Figure 3.23 Predicted drag polars for the 727-100 for 5 different flap settings. Lines represent flight test
data and overlaid asterisks represent the predictions.
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Figure 3.24 Predicted drag polars for the 737-700 for 5 different flap settings. Lines represent flight test
data and overlaid asterisks represent the predictions.
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Figure 3.25 Predicted drag polars for the 747-100 for 3 different flap settings. Lines represent flight test
data and overlaid asterisks represent the predictions.
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Figure 3.26 Predicted drag polars for NASA TM-1580, a subsonic commercial transport wind tunnel
model. Lines represent the wind tunnel test data and overlaid asterisks represent the predictions [37].
3.6. Lift v Angle of Attack and CLmax for Clean Configuration
The lift curve prediction method is a hybrid method that uses parts of Schaufele's method [10]
and results of the vortex lattice code, AVL. Schaufele's method empirically predicts the lift
curve slope dCL/dcc as a function of sweep and aspect ratio. With the slope known, it is
necessary to find a point on the curve, and this point is estimated by assuming (L/D)max occurs
at an angle of attack between zero and two degrees. This is a good estimate as there is a
limitation on fuselage angle of attack set by the push-cart force a flight crew can exert, so
during cruise the fuselage inclination needs to be less than two degrees.
AVL computes the potential flow lift curve slope and lift at zero angle of attack based on the
wing and horizontal tail configurations and camber. Both methods produce surprisingly similar
results at low Mach numbers and low angles of attack. However, AVL offers two
nn
improvements at low angle of attack that Schaufele's method does not. First, AVL computes
the effect of the horizontal tail on the lift curve slope; whereas, Schaufele scales the lift curve
slope by 1.08. Second, AVL accounts for changes in Mach number up to about Mach 0.7 by
applying the Prandtl-Glauert correction. Accordingly, to predict CL v a at low angles of attack
dCL/da and CL@a=0o are taken from AVL's predictions.
At high angles of attack, Schaufele's method predicts the lift curve much more accurately than
AVL. This is because AVL is a potential flow solution and no viscous effects are predicted, so
the lift curve remains linear. Schaufele's method has a simple correlation for CLmax and an easy
method to adjust the lift curve to account for non-linearities. It is essential that the wing tip
stall after the main wing to prevent loss of lateral control since the ailerons are at or near the
wing tips. Accordingly, CLmax can be predicted by estimating CLmax-tip from the general
behavior of supercritical airfoils. CLmax for the wing can then be predicted as a function of
sweep and the wingtip CLmax. If the Mach number is greater than 0.25 Schaufele also provides
an adjustment to account for the loss of lift at higher speeds as a function of Mach number.
These three correlations (left) CLmax-tip as a function of wingtip thickness to chord ratio, (center)
ratio of airplane CLmax to CLmax-tip as a function of wing sweep, and (right) the ratio of CLmax to
CLmax-low-speed as a function of Mach number are plotted in Figure 3.27.
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Figure 3.27: Schaufele's method of predicting CLmax for a clean wing. Left, CLmax-tip as a function of wingtip
thickness to chord ratio, center, ratio of airplane CLmax to CLmax-tip as a function of wing sweep, and right,
the ratio of CLmax to CLmax-low-speed as a function of Mach number [10].
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Once CLmax is known Schaufele provides a simple method for predicting the portion of the lift
curve affected by viscous separation. The method assumes the lift curve is linear until
0.9*CLmax and then will show non-linearities. The angle of attack for CLmax is predicted by
assuming the lift curve slope is linear through CLmax, and then the angle of attack predicted for
CLmax with the linear method is increased by two degrees. Accordingly, a parabola can be fit to
the upper portion of the lift curve by placing its maxima at CLmax located at the linear angle of
attack plus two degrees, and requiring that the parabola is tangent to the linear portion of the
lift curve slope at 0.9*CLmax.
The predictions of this hybrid method are shown for the Boeing 737-700 at low-speed in
Figure 3.28 and for a NASA wind tunnel model at Mach 0.55 in Figure 3.29.
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Figure 3.28: Comparison of the predicted lift curve for the 737-700 and flight test data at low speed.
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Figure 3.29: Comparison of the predicted lift curve and wind
[19].
tunnel data for a NASA model at M=0.55
3.7. Lift v Angle of Attack and CLmax Predictions for High-Lift Devices
3. 7. 1. CLmax Data for Current Aircraft
The first step in estimating the lift curve, CL v angle of attack, for the high-lift configurations is
to predict the maximum lift coefficient. The maximum lift coefficient for multi-element flap
configurations is quite challenging to estimate accurately. There are numerous parameters,
such as leading edge radius, gap heights between flaps and slats, and the size of high-lift device
supporting structure which all impact the maximum lift. The method described herein reduces
a large collection of parameters to average values in order to predict CLmax from the parameters
used in the low-speed aerodynamics model. The average values represent the best estimate of
the values to match published CLmax values for aircraft and wind tunnel results. There are two
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public sources of CLmax values, one is a published list from the Boeing Company [38], and the
other is the FAA's Integrated Noise Model (INM).
Airplane B-47/B-52 367-80 727 747 767 777 737-700
Boeing CLstall 1.8 1.78 2.79 2.55 2.45 2.57 2.78
INM CLmax 2.83 2.22 2.53 2.44
Table 3.4: Comparison between published values of CLstal and the CLmax values computed from the
Integrated Noise Model database in the landing configuration for various Boeing airplanes [381.
An important difference between CLstall and CLmax is that CLstall is an FAA defined value that is
the minimum airspeed flyable to a stall with a rate of approach to the stall of one knot per
second. This value is typically 11% higher than the unaccelerated 1-g CLmax [17]. This likely
accounts for some of the discrepancies between the two data sources. The INM values were
selected as the CLmax values to calibrate the low-speed aerodynamics method as the goal of this
work is to estimate noise.
3.7.2. Computing CLmax
The CLmax prediction for the high-lift configuration is built on a collection of ESDU articles
[31]-[35]. However, because the aircraft model defines parameters differently than in the
ESDU articles, and many of the parameters are not included a variety of alterations and
approximations have been made. The section will present an outline of the ESDU method and
will present the modifications and approximations made to the method. The basis for the
prediction of the maximum lift coefficient of the wing with flap and slat deflection is to
compute a change in CLmax caused by the leading and trailing edge devices and add them to the
clean wing CLmax. The clean wing maximum lift coefficient is estimated using Schaufele's
method as discussed in Section 3.6. The additional maximum lift coefficient from the trailing
edge flaps, ACLmax-te, will be presented in first, followed by the additional maximum lift
coefficient from the leading edge slats, ACLmax-te. The three parts of the maximum lift
coefficient are then added as shown in Equation 3.22.
Cmax CL max-clean Lmax-te L max-le 3.22
3.7.3. Computing ACLma, due to Trailing-Edge Flaps
To predict ACLmax-te the trailing edge flaps are treated as double-slotted which provides a good
representation of the flap systems a modem commercial aircraft. All of the changes to the
maximum lift coefficients are done with two-dimensional airfoils and then empirically
correlated to a change in the three-dimensional maximum lift coefficient. Initially, ACLmax-2D is
computed for a 2-dimensional airfoil with flaps and then another empirical method is used to
correlate ACLmax-2D to ACLmax-te for a 3-dimensional wing.
The full equation to compute ACLmax-2D is shown in Equation 3.23 which is significantly
modified from reference [35]. The first term in the equation accounts for the additional
maximum lift due to chord extension and is a function of the two-dimensional maximum lift
coefficient defined in Equation 3.24, the extended flap chord, c', defined in Equation 3.16, and
the flap deflection angle, 8f. The second and third terms of the equation account for the
additional lift of the double slotted flaps. The ACLI and ACL2 terms are empirical functions of
the chord fractions of the two flap segments and their deflection angles, and they are
unchanged from reference [35]. The first flap segment is treated has having seventy percent of
the flap chord and the second flap segment is treated has having thirty-five percent of the flap
chord. The deflection angle of each flap segment is assumed to be the same, and equal to the
deflection of the flap itself. There are two remaining empirical corrections in Equation 3.23,
the first, Ktl, is defined in Figure 3.30 as a function of flap deflection, and has been
significantly modified from the original function. The other parameter, Jtl remains unaltered.
Lmax-te-2D = 0.1CLmax2D c)[-sin()]+ .7KJtACL + 0.561ACL 2  3.23
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Figure 3.30: Empirical function for Kt1 used in predicting the additional maximum lift of a trailing edge
flap.
To compute the three-dimensional ACLmax-te from the two-dimensional value computed in
Equation 3.23, a method based on reference [39] was used. Equation 3.25 shows the final form
of the method including the approximations made.
ACImax-te =-0.1683 cos(A 0.25c )logl [Re. cos 2 (A0.25 )] ACLmax-te- 2 D (o - i) 3.25
,up
The parameter tp, is an empirical function of the wing taper ratio, and the parameters (Di and (o
are empirical functions of the inboard and outboard flap span fractions. The empirical
functions are unchanged from reference [39], assuming the center of pressure of the wing is
located at forty percent of the chord.
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3.7.4. Computing ACLmax due to Leading-Edge Slats
The process of computing the additional lift for leading edge slats is quite similar to the
method for computing the additional lift of trailing edge flaps. First, the additional two-
dimensional lift will be computed, and then it will be converted to the additional three-
dimensional lift coefficient by an empirical adjustment.
The two-dimensional additional lift for slats is computed using Equation 3.26 which has been
considerably modified from reference [31 ]. Ks, 60, and KI are empirical functions of the leading
edge slat deflection angle, 6 1e, in degrees. Ks is presented in Equation 3.27, 80 is presented in
Equation 3.28 and the empirical function for KI is shown in Figure 3.31. The variable c' is
defined in 3.16 and is the same value as used for trailing edge flaps. The parameter •0 is the
slat setting at which no additional lift is generated. For sealed flaps, •o should be zero and the
slat will generate additional lift as soon as it is deployed; however, for gapped slats •0 should
be 0.25. The method assumes that slat deflections less than 19.2 degrees are sealed and
deflections above 19.2 degrees are gapped. This relationship does not have to hold strictly as
that value corresponds to the intersection of the two curves.
ACLmax-le- 2D = KKi 180 So 1- - 2C 3.26
{0.2 S, <19.20
6.6 Rie Ž 19.20
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Figure 3.31: Empirical function of the slat deflection angle for the parameter K, modified from reference[311.
To convert the two-dimensional ACLmax-le-2D into a three-dimensional lift coefficient increment;
Equation 3.29 is used [40]. The parameter tp is the same value as used for the trailing edge
flaps. The parameter li is an empirical function of the inboard span fraction at which the
leading edge slats begin. The slats are approximated for this function as being continuous from
the inboard edge all the way to the wingtip. The empirical function for Wi is taken directly
from reference [40], assuming the wing center of pressure is located at forty percent of the
chord. To would be the equivalent parameter for the outboard slat span fraction and is
computed in the same way.
ACmax-e = 0.153 cos(A 0.25c) log 10 [Re cos 2 (A. 25 )] ACLmax -le-2D 3.29. max-le . 5c0.25c)I T 3.2
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3.7.5. CLmax Prediction Results
The CLmax predictions for all of the cases show results within ten percent for all available data;
however, in general the predictions are accurate to within five percent. The worst case error
prediction accounts for an approach speed error of 4.5 knots, and as a point of reference airline
transport pilots are only tested for the ability to maintain an aircraft speed to within ±5 knots.
Figure 3.32 shows the prediction of the maximum lift coefficients for the Boeing 737-700
compared to the data contained in the Integrated Noise Model. Figure 3.33 presents the percent
error in maximum lift coefficient for a collection of the commercial transport configurations
studied, and shows the general error of five percent and the maximum error of nine percent.
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Figure 3.32: Comparison between predicted maximum lift coefficient and the maximum lift coefficient
contained in the Integrated Noise Model for the Boeing 737-700.
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Figure 3.33: Plot showing the percent error for the maximum lift coefficient predictions for many
commercial aircraft configurations as a function of flap deflection angle.
3.7.6. Predicting CL v Angle ofAttack
Predicting the CL v angle of attack curve for aircraft with flaps and slats deployed is much
more complex than for aircraft in the clean configuration. The essential reason for this is that
the lift curve slope is nonlinear at much lower angles of attack. In addition, there are numerous
small details that have a large impact on the additional lift of flaps at zero angle of attack.
Consequently, the vertical shift of the lift curve, the shape of the lift curve, and the slope of the
lift curve must all be computed through a subset of the parameters needed to predict them.
Attempts with simple potential flow models such as vortex lattice methods proved unreliable
even for small flap deflections. The model developed is derived from reference [41], but the
method has been substantially altered and in certain cases the parameters have been redefined.
The first step in predicting the CL V a curve is to predict the zero-lift angle of attack. This is an
implicit equation that is solved iteratively for OCCL=0, and is shown in Equation 3.30.
aca_0 cos"(- ac,0) - 0aO COSN180 c 3.30
The parameter N is an empirical function of the Reynolds number taken from reference [41].
CLa=O is the lift coefficient at zero angle of attack which is the sum of the coefficient of lift at
zero angle of attack for the clean wing and the ACLO from flaps computed in Equation 3.15.
The parameter a is the lift curve slope for the clean wing computed by the vortex lattice code.
The parameters cD and T are the same as computed for the change in maximum lift coefficient
in section 3.7. K. is a simple function of the flap deflection shown in Equation 3.31. It is an
important note that acL=o represents the angle of attack of the wing for which CL=O, this value
must be decreased by the angle of incidence to predict acL=o for the aircraft, this is shown in
Equation 3.32.
K, = 1- cos(Sf) 3.31
aC,=0 body = aC,= Wnc 3.32
The next parameter needed to estimate the lift curve slope for the high-lift configuration is to
predict the angle of attack at which flow separations begin to dominate the lift curve slope.
This is done through another iterative solution for a* shown in Equation 3.33, which is a
function of similar parameters to the equation used to solve for the angle of attack at zero lift,
Equation 3.30. The additional parameter C*L represents the lift coefficient at which large flow
separations start and the overall lift curve exhibits nonlinear behavior. It is defined such that
the point (a*, C*L) is on the lift curve. The value of C*L is 0.3 less than the maximum lift
coefficient, Equation 3.34.
CL =a 1+ (o- i  -K 8  * acL= )cosN (a * -ac 3.33
CL = CLm - 0.3 3.34
The slope for the nonlinear portion of the curve can be computed using Equation 3.35.
a*=a 1+c+ - DKce x(nC c ) c c 3.35
cosN (a * -aco L- N(a *-a=o )tan(a * -ac,=]
The angle of attack for CLmax is then a simple function of only the angle of attack at which
nonlinearities dominate the lift curve and the nonlinear lift curve slope; this is presented in
Equation 3.36.
0.39
aCLma
x =a*+ 3.36
a*
With all of the parameters computed it is now possible to compute the entire lift curve. The lift
curve is separated into two parts, a generally linear portion for angles of attack less than a* and
a nonlinear part for angles of attack greater than a*. Accordingly, the final lift verse angle of
attack function is shown in Equation 3.37 for c<a* and in Equation 3.38 for a>a*.
CL = a 180 1+ (TO - + (Do - Di (e- K, a -- acL=0 )COS N( - a- ,o
CL CLmax 0.30[1 aa*( ) 1 3 a>* 3.380.39
3.7.7. CL v Angle ofAttack Results
The predictions of CL v Angle of Attack are shown for the 737-700 in the landing and takeoff
configurations in Figure 3.34. A similar comparison is made in Figure 3.35 for the wind tunnel
model used in NASA TP-1580 [37]. A note about the wind tunnel model is that the error
shown for the landing configuration is likely due to the landing gear deployment. The lift curve
prediction does not account for large regions of separated flow underneath the wings.
Nonetheless, the method shows very good correlation with both the flight and wind tunnel test
results.
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Figure 3.34: Comparison of the predicted lift curve and flight test data for the 737-700
and landing configuration.
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3.8. Method Limitations/Known Issues
The low-speed aerodynamic prediction method discussed in this chapter is designed as a high-
level conceptual design tool. For instance, with the 747-100 the nose shape input to the code is
blunt; however it has the same total wetted area and fineness ratio as the actual 747-100. The
correlations used for profile drag are unable to specifically capture the affects of the second
level on the fuselage; however, a similar drag penalty can be otherwise modeled.
A known issue is the interference drag prediction due to engine-pylon-wing combination. The
current method used is from Hoerner [26] and is only a function of the nacelle diameter and
distance between the wing and the nacelle. This method is based on external stores and not
engines; therefore, it is quite likely this term is in error or at least missing certain components.
It is known that bypass ratio, vertical, and horizontal position of the nacelle with respect to the
wing, are important; however, only the vertical position is considered in this correlation. There
are a few mitigating factors in the prediction of interference drag, the most important being that
interference drag is small when considered with the total aircraft drag, around 5%.
Accordingly, even a 20% error in the interference drag prediction is only about a 1% error in
the overall drag prediction. The other mitigating factor is that the trend of engine installations
over time has been to locate the engines closer to the wing with a smaller separation distance.
So, as technology improves the engines become closer to the wing and this method predicts a
corresponding decrease in interference drag.
There is considerable confusion reducing multi-element flap deployment into one deflection
angle. For instance, each flap surface on a triple-slotted flap could be deflected 450; however,
the line from the hinge on the airfoil to the tip of the last flap could be approximately 600. To
confuse this further, Boeing reports flap deflection in detents which are the locations the flap
lever in the cockpit. The detents do not directly correspond to other flap deflection angles. For
instance an approximate mapping for the 777-200ER and 737-400 are shown in Table 3.5 and
Table 3.6.
Flap/Slat Detent Minimum Flap Setting Maximum Flap Setting
1 >00 <10
5 >10 <4.60
10 >4.60 <9.60
20 >9.60 <19.60
25 >19.60 <24.60
30 >24.60 <32.60
Table 3.5: 777-200ER Flap detents and bounds on corresponding flap deflection angles [42]
Flap/Slat Detent Minimum Flap Setting Maximum Flap Setting
1 >00 <0.50
5 >0.50 <50
10 >50 <100
15 >100 <150
25 >150 <250
30 >250 <300
40 >300 <400
45 >400
Table 3.6: 737-400 Flap detents and bounds on flap deflection angles [43).
Accordingly, there are some inaccuracies in that the polars cannot be matched exactly to a flap
deflection or slat deflection angle. The mitigating factor is, the method still appears to estimate
the correct drag polar for each flap and slat deflection when a flap deflection angle within a
couple of degrees above or a couple of degrees below is used. For instance, the predicted drag
polar for an aircraft with flaps detent 15 maybe high; however, if the flap deflection angle
where to be reduced to 120 the polar and lift curve will likely be correct.

CHAPTER 4: Trajectory Modeling
Airport community noise is dependent on the flight path the airplane travels. Noise dissipates
when traveling through the atmosphere so increasing the height of the aircraft above the
ground reduces the noise experienced on the ground. However, increases in thrust also increase
the amount of noise the aircraft produces, so there is a trade-off. This chapter presents the
modeling approach for trajectory simulation. The trajectories are computed so they are as
realistic as possible and so they represent the actual trajectories that an airplane flies. They
account for small effects including finite thrust rise or fall-off times, and finite time changes
for varying flap settings. The simulation is separated into two parts, the takeoff roll, which is
defined as start of the roll until the airplane has reached the takeoff reference speed, V2, at an
altitude of thirty-five feet, [44], and the climb segment, which uses the airplane state at thirty-
five feet as its initial condition and simulates the climb to a specified altitude.
4.1. Methodology--Takeoff
The takeoff calculation is designed to be as accurate as can be achieved with the low-speed
aerodynamics model. It consists of a 4th order accurate Runge-Kutta integration scheme with
adaptive time stepping and includes ground effect, decreasing rolling friction with increasing
lift, thrust lapse effects, and a simple rotation model. A free-body diagram of the forces acting
on an aircraft when on the ground is shown in Figure 4.1. The equations of motion are obtained
by summing all of the forces acting on the airplane. The acceleration in the horizontal direction
is shown in Equation 4.1 and is equal to the thrust, T, minus the drag, D, and the rolling
friction, Fr, divided by the aircraft mass. The vertical acceleration is shown in Equation 4.2,
and is the sum of the thrust minus the drag multiplied by the sine of the flight path angle
relative to the horizontal, y, plus the lift, L, multiplied by the cosine of the flight angle minus
the aircraft weight, W, all divided by the aircraft mass. The ground plane is modeled in that if
the vertical acceleration is negative, a force representing the ground, Fg, is added such that the
vertical acceleration is zero. Another concern while the aircraft is on the ground is the aft
portion of the fuselage may not strike the ground. Accordingly, there is an upper bound on the
flight path angle. In addition, while the airplane is on the ground, there is strict relationship
between the wing's angle of attack, ca, the wing angle of incidence, Winc, and the flight path
angle; it is shown in Equation 4.3. These equations, and the aircraft rotation model, are
integrated in time until the airplane reaches an altitude of thirty-five feet.
V
Figure 4.1: Forces used for takeoff simulation.
T-D-F,
ax = 4.1
W/g
. (T - D)siny+Lcosry-Way = min 0, W/g 4.2
S= a - Winc 4.3
The rolling friction model used is quite simple and comes from Schaufele [10]. The rolling
friction is the normal force exerted by the ground on the airplane multiplied by a constant, jt.
The formulation is in Equation 4.4.
F, = l(W - Lcosy); u = 0.15 4.4
Both the lift and drag are interpolated by angle of attack from the low-speed aerodynamics
results. One modification employed is the use of a ground effect model from Hoerner [26].
With this model, the induced drag is scaled by a function of the proximity of the wing to the
ground plane nondimensionalized by the wing span. The function from Hoerner is shown in
Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Ground effect, ratio of induced drag in ground effect to far-field induced drag. The abscissa,
h/b, is the height of the wing above the ground plane divided by the wing span [26].
To isolate the induced drag portion of the drag polar, a quadratic polynomial is fit to the drag
polar and the total drag minus the constant drag from the polynomial fit is considered to be the
induced drag. This method assumes that the aircraft drag behaves in a textbook sense and that
drag is the sum of a constant term and a term that is a function of the square of the lift
coefficient. That prediction of the induced drag is then scaled by the appropriate ratio
interpolated from the Hoerner plot and added to the constant drag term. This value of drag is
then used in the integration procedure.
4.1.1. Engine Thrust Prediction
Two methods are used to estimate the change in engine thrust as velocity, altitude, and
temperature change. The first is regression of data from engine manufacturers contained in the
Integrated Noise Model (INM) [45], and the second is full engine performance tables from
Pratt & Whitney [46]. The form of the INM regression data is shown in Equation 4.5, the
definition of the parameters is shown in Table 4.1, and the values for the GE90-90B engine are
shown in Table 4.2.
T
= E + FV +GAh+GBh2 + HTc 4.5
T, Corrected net thrust per engine, engine net thrust divided by the ambient pressure
-8 ratio.
E Regression coefficient (lbf)
F Regression coefficient (lbf/knot)
V Aircraft velocity (knots)
GA,GB Regression coefficients (lbf/ft, lbf/ft2)
h Altitude (ft)
He Regression coefficient (lbf/loC)
Tc Temperature at the aircraft (oC)
Table 4.1: Definition of parameters in INM thrust lapse model [451.
Maximum Takeoff Maximum Climb
E (lbf) 93672.6 67093.7
F (lb/kt) -122.25 -85.76
GA (lb/ft) 1.182 1.850
GB (lb/ftl) -8.06e-5 -7.6e-5
Hc (lbf/oC) 0 0
Table 4.2: Sample regression coefficients for use in INM thrust lapse model for GE90-90B engine.
The other method for predicting thrust lapse, the use of full engine performance tables should
be more accurate, and will also enable the fuel bum to be computed. The challenge is that
almost all data of this form is proprietary; however, at the time of the writing of this document
the author was in possession of data for the JT8D-9 and JT9D-7A engines [46]. The engine
performance charts are in the form of carpet plots of thrust and specific fuel consumption as
functions of power setting and Mach number. In addition, there is a unique carpet plot for each
altitude the engine was tested at. Accordingly, the interpolation of data on these charts is rather
complicated, so a summary of the interpolation is included herein.
The interpolation was formulated such that either a value of net thrust or a throttle setting,
fraction of maximum thrust, could be used. If the throttle setting were used, the maximum
climb thrust was interpolated from engine performance data at 85% power and was scaled to
the desired throttle setting to obtain a net thrust. The net thrust and aircraft flight Mach number
were used to obtain the four nearest data points on the engine performance carpet plot, where a
maximum of two data points from any constant power or constant thrust line were used. Given
these four data points an isoparametric quadrilateral is created. This enables 3-5 iterations of a
Newton solution to find a quadratic interpolation of the desired performance point from the
nearest four data points. Given a few bounds on the shape of the elements, the solution
sequence shows great aptitude for interpolation and extrapolation.
The remaining step to find the thrust is to interpolate the altitude effects. The charts for the
altitude immediately higher and immediately lower than the desired altitude are used. The
corrected net thrust is assumed to vary linearly in altitude, h, and is used for the interpolation,
in lieu of the net thrust such that thrust lapse is better captured. This interpolation is shown in
Equation 4.6. For specific fuel consumption the variation with altitude is computed with a
direct linear interpolation and the values are not corrected.
] 
-1 2 - h](h - h)+ 4.6
4.1.2. Takeoff Rotation
To properly compute the rotation rate of the aircraft would involve computing the aircraft's
moment of inertia and attempting to compute the moments about the aircraft's landing gear.
There is an insufficient amount of public data to accurately predict the weight distribution of
commercial aircraft, so the rotation is modeled in a lower-fidelity way. The first approximation
is from the 777-200 Operator's Manual [47], which contains a list of rotation speeds, Vr. It
appears that a good fit for the rotation speed is seven knots less than V2, the minimum
controllable airspeed; this is shown in Equation 4.7.
V, ; V2 - 7ktsr2 4.7
After the rotation speed is reached the aircraft will rotate at peak rate of three degrees per
second until the reference speed V2 is attained. This speed must occur at or before the aircraft
reaches a height of thirty-five feet above the ground. The peak rotation rate is from National
Transportation Safety Board accident reports where aircraft struck their tail during takeoff
because the pilots exceeded the aircraft's design maximum rotation rate of three degrees per
second [48]. Accordingly, the rotation rate is given by Equation 4.8.
dad = max[3,0.8(a 2 - a)] 4.8dt
The behavior of the aircraft rotation is such that the aircraft rotation angle exponentially decays
to the angle of attack at which the aircraft attains the desired flight speed. The constant, 0.8,
represents a value representative of most commercial aircraft and one that will not cause the
aircraft to rotate so quickly that the drag increases fast enough to slow the airplane and prevent
it from leaving the ground. This model is unphysical, but compares well with the actual takeoff
behavior of commercial aircraft.
4.1.3. Takeoff Method Validation
There is a small set of data available to validate the takeoff prediction method, which is the
Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR25) for takeoff field length [44]. The aircraft manufacturers
are required to publish the legal runway length from which their aircraft are allowed to takeoff,
and by computing these legal distances a validation of the takeoff method is possible. The
regulations are divided into two sections, all engines operating and one-engine failed.
For the case of all engines operating, the FAR25 takeoff field length is defined as 115% of the
horizontal distance required for the airplane to attain an obstacle clearance height of thirty-five
feet.
For the case where an engine has failed the analysis is considerably more complicated. At the
instant the engine fails, there is a two-second period at which no control inputs can be made as
this is to simulate the pilot reaction time. At that point, the pilot may either reject the takeoff by
applying full brakes and spoilers, but not any reverse thrust, or the pilot may continue the
takeoff on the remaining engines. If the pilot continues the acceleration to takeoff the normal
takeoff analysis is run, but with the thrust from one less engine. If the pilot rejects the takeoff,
after the two-second delay, the thrust is set to zero, full-braking is assumed and the drag from
spoilers is simulated.
To simulate full-braking, the maximum of braking coefficients is used. There are two publicly
available sources for maximum braking coefficients of current aircraft. FAR25 has two sets of
braking coefficients for wet runways, one for aircraft with active break controls and one for
aircraft without active break controls [44]. The other source is a regression of 737 dry-runway
braking coefficient tests [49]. Since this model is only used for dry runways it was assumed the
maximum braking coefficients would be the maximum of the wet runway braking coefficient
and the 737 dry-runway braking coefficients. The FAR25 braking coefficients are a function of
both speed and aircraft tire pressure, and the dry-runway 737 runway braking coefficients are a
function of only aircraft velocity. Accordingly, the variation in normal force due to decreased
lift and the variation in braking force due to speed are both modeled.
The aircraft spoiler drag is modeled in a much simpler fashion. In Shaufele, there is a spoiler
drag coefficient given in an FAR25 sample problem for the DC-9 [10]. This drag coefficient is
used for all aircraft for lack of any data about aircraft spoiler drag.
With the engine-failed case, the FAR25 distance is defined as the distance when both the
distance to continue to accelerate and takeoff is equal to the distance to bring the airplane to a
complete stop on the runway. This is known as the concept of a balanced field, and the speed at
which the distances are equal is called VEF. There is another reference speed VI which must be
greater than VEF, and some mechanisms are used by the airframe and engine manufacturers
such that Vi may be used to artificially lower the balanced field length. This may be done by
having an automatic override of a thrust de-rate or another change to the takeoff procedure.
Essentially, VI is the critical speed that when the aircraft reaches it the pilots must continue to
takeoff and the aircraft will no longer be allowed to stop, or be capable of stopping, on the
runway [50].
Overall, the FAR25 required runway length is the maximum of the 115% of the all engine
operating runway length and the balanced field length.
4.1.4. Takeoff Method Results
The results of the FAR25 runway length requirements are used to validate that the takeoff
simulation is accurate. Matching the FAR25 distances requires a high level of accuracy of not
only the takeoff procedure, but also methods to have the aircraft takeoff with one-engine failed
and prediction of minimum stopping distances. Accordingly, the fact that the FAR25
predictions of the takeoff simulation and the published values are within five-percent show that
the takeoff simulation exceeds the level of accuracy needed to simulate departure for noise
concerns. The FAR25 takeoff field lengths have been studied for two airplanes, the Boeing
777-200 shown in Figure 4.3, and the Boeing 747-200 shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of estimated FAR25 runway length requirement for the Boeing 777-200 with the
GE90-90B engine and values published by Boeing. The red asterisks are the estimates and the blue lines are
the published data [51].
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of estimated FAR25 runway length requirement for the Boeing 747-100 with the
GE90-90B engine and values published by Boeing. The red asterisks are the estimates and the blue lines are
the published data [52].
It is worth noting that except where the flaps settings change in the published data, the
predictions of distance are within five-percent. In the areas where the flap settings are being
varied the correlation is considerably worse. However, it is likely that Boeing "connected the
dots" and that the line segments plotted are not real data [25].
4.2. Methodology--Flight
The in-flight trajectory method is designed to follow the method in SAE-AIR-1845 [53], as this
is the method contained in the INM. However, there are some substantial modifications to the
method in an attempt to make the trajectory simulation more accurate. It should be noted that
two trajectory simulations are in use, a full model and a reduced linear model. The reduced
linear model is considerably similar in scope and accuracy to the method contained in SAE-
AIR-1845, but in large part that method is considered secondary to the full model. In this light,
the linear model will only be discussed briefly and comparisons between the linear model and
the method in SAE-AIR-1845 are left to the reader.
The simulation is based on a free-body diagram of an aircraft in flight. By definition the lift
vector is perpendicular to the aircraft velocity and the drag is anti-parallel to the velocity. The
thrust is assumed to be aligned with the aircraft axis, although on most commercial aircraft the
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thrust vector is about 1.5 degrees from the aircraft axis. The error caused by this is insignificant
as the cosine of 1.5 degrees causes a thrust loss of less than four-hundredths of a percent. The
free-body diagram is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Free-body diagram of an aircraft in flight.
From the free-body diagram, a summation of forces in the horizontal direction, x, and vertical
direction, y, enable the aircraft's acceleration to be computed. The equations for the horizontal
and vertical accelerations are shown in Equations 4.9 and 4.10 respectively.
_ (T - D)cosy - Lsin 4.9
ax = 4.9
W/g
(T - D)sin7 + L cos y - W
a = 4.10
An important note is that the lift and drag are dependent on each other, and that the angle of
attack sets the ratio of lift to drag. That constraint means three methods of climbing are
available to the pilots of an airplane. The first climb type, (1) is for a constant flight path angle,
y, and a constant velocity, V. With both the flight path angle and velocity specified, the
required thrust can be computed by solving the Equations 4.9 and 4.10 such that both
horizontal and vertical accelerations are zero. The second climb type (2) is for a constant thrust
and velocity. This is typical of an initial climb out of an airport where an aircraft climbs at the
velocity V2+15kts with a constant throttle setting. In this case, the angle of attack must be
computed such that the accelerations in Equations 4.9 and 4.10 are both zero. The final climb
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type (3) is an acceleration climb. In an acceleration climb, the thrust and rate of climb are fixed
and the aircraft can vary both the angle of attack and flight path angle such that the desired
velocity change is achieved. The three climb types represent the capabilities of the flight
instruments available to the pilots; they require only knowledge of airspeed, rate of climb and
throttle lever setting, three of the six primary flight instruments.
For the first type of climb, a constant flight path angle and velocity, Equations 4.9 and 4.10 are
converted to the form shown in Equations 4.11 and 4.12. Equation 4.11 is solved for the lift
coefficient the aircraft should be flying at, that lift coefficient is then used to compute the drag
coefficient from the drag polar. With both the lift and drag coefficient Equation 4.12 is used to
compute the required thrust.
CL W/cosy1 4.11
pV2S2
T = - pV2SCD + W sin y 4.12
Similarly for the second type of climb, constant thrust and constant velocity, Equations 4.11
and 4.12 are used to solve for the flight path angle as a function of the angle of attack. The
angle of attack is used with the lift curve slope to predict the lift coefficient, which is then
interpolated in the drag polar to find the drag coefficient. A zero crossing method is used with
the angle of attack as the dependent variable to find when the flight path angle computed with
Equation 4.11 is equal to the flight path angle computed with Equation 4.12. For the
acceleration climb case, the constant rate of climb is used to compute an instantaneous flight
path angle. Equations 4.11 and 4.12 are then solved with a bisection search to find the
instantaneous angle of attack that will solve that system of equations.
The fact that the constant rate of climb acceleration case is inherently unsteady (both velocity
and flight path angle are constantly changing) makes the discussion of how time variations are
solved in the model important. There are numerous other ways to have transients in the climb
methods, for instance, with both the constant velocity climb methods, what happens if the
initial aircraft state is at another velocity or a different angle of attack?
The essential equation of the transients between flight segments and the acceleration case is
Equation 4.13. The basis of the equation is that the pilot can control the airspeed by adjusting
either the throttle or the angle of attack. For a fixed throttle setting, the only input is the angle
of attack. Accordingly, Equation 4.13 will vary the angle of attack so that it exponentially
decays or increases at rate that will force the aircraft airspeed and flight path angle to converge
to the desired values. Again a rate limit is applied to the pitch rate so that three degrees per
second is not exceeded.
da = 2.5(adesired a (t) + Ydesred - (t)) 4.13
dt
Other transients accounted for in the simulation are changing aircraft flap settings and aircraft
power settings. On real aircraft the flap settings do not change instantaneously, so in this
simulation when a flap setting is changed the drag polar is interpolated between the drag polars
of each setting. It is assumed that it takes approximately five seconds for the flap settings to
change. Similarly, when a throttle setting is varied the thrust varies like the exponentially
decaying function similar to that in Kerrebrock [54]. This is because jet engines require time
for the shafts to spool-up or spool-down when the throttle setting is varied. The time constant
for the exponential decaying function is such that ninety-nine percent of the variation occurs in
one and a half seconds.
The entire system of equations is then integrated with a 4th order accurate variable time-step
Runge-Kutta method. The integration scheme is capable of switching between the three types
of climb during a climbout procedure, for velocity changes larger than five percent it is
recommended to use an acceleration procedure, otherwise, the transient portion of the code
should be able to establish the aircraft on the desired velocity and flight path angle.
4.3. Validation, INM results
A collection of cases was used to verify the methods. The two cases presented herein are
comparisons with manufacturer procedures defined as standard departures contained in the
INM. The first procedure is for the Boeing 777-200 with GE90-90B engines taking off at
maximum gross weight, 656,000 lbm. The second procedure is the Boeing 747-200 with JT9D-
7A engines with a gross weight of 725,000 lbm. The two climbing procedures are detailed in
Table 4.3.
* Takeoff, Flaps 5, 100% (Takeoff) Thrust
- Constant acceleration takeoff
- Constant V climb to 1000' AGL
* Flaps to 1, 85% (Climb) Thrust
- Accelerate to 221.7kts while
climbing 875fpm
* Flaps up, 85% (Climb) Thrust
- Accelerate to 235.4kts while
climbing 970fpm
- Accelerate to 246kts while climbing
1020fpm
- Constant V climb to 3000' AGL
- Accelerate to 250kts while climbing
1031fpm
- Constant V climb to 5500' AGL
- Constant V climb to 7500' AGL
- Constant V climb to 10,000' AGL
* Takeoff, Flaps 10, 100% (Takeoff) Thrust
- Constant acceleration takeoff
- Constant V climb to 1000' AGL
- Accelerate to 216.0kts while
climbing 1012fpm
* Flaps 5, 85% (Climb) Thrust
- Accelerate to 256.0kts while
climbing 500fpm
* Flaps 0, 85% (Climb) Thrust
- Accelerate to 276kts while climbing
500fpm
- Constant V climb to 5,500' AGL
- Constant V climb to 7,500' AGL
- Constant V climb to 10,000' AGL
Table 4.3: Detailed climb procedures for Boeing 777-200 and Boeing 747-200 aircraft at maximum takeoff
weight contained in the INM.
The two departures are simulated with the full model as discussed previously and with a linear
model as a time saving method. The linear model assumes that all quantities change linearly
with time and that many quantities can be replaced with their averages over long time periods.
For instance, the thrust during a climb segment is treated as constant, with the value taken at
the mid-altitude of the climb segment. Similarly, for acceleration cases many quantities are
treated as constant and are measured at the mid-velocity. The results of the two models and the
flight path data contained in the INM are shown in Figure 4.6 for the 777 and in Figure 4.7 for
the 747. The estimates of final horizontal distance required for the aircraft to reach 10,000 feet
above ground level from each method is then compared in Table 4.4 for the 777 and in Table
4.5 for the 747.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the trajectory computed with the full simulation and the linear model compared
to the data contained in the INM for the Boeing 777-200.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the full and linear simulation method and the trajectory data for the Boeing 747-
200 contained in the INM.
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Boeing 777-200 Horizontal Distance at 10,000 ft % Difference
INM, Standard 9 Departure 25.4nm 0
Full Trajectory Simulation 24.7nm 2.66%
Linearized Simulation 22.7nm 10.5%
Table 4.4: Comparison of total horizontal distance covered when the aircraft reaches 10,000' for the Boeing
777-200. The percent difference between the linear model and the full simulation is 8.07%.
Boeing 747-200 Horizontal Distance at 10,000 ft % Difference
INM, Standard 6 Departure 33.1 nm 0
Full Trajectory Simulation 30.6nm 7.46%
Linearized Simulation 29.5nm 11.0%
Table 4.5: Comparison of total horizontal distance covered when the aircraft reaches 10,000' for the Boeing
747-200. The percent difference between the linear model and the full simulation is 3.76%.
The results show that the flight path simulation generates results that are quite similar to the
trajectories contained in the integrated noise model. The trajectories in the INM are computed
using a simple linear procedure from manufacturer data, so the differences between the full
simulation and the INM trajectories may not be error. It is possible that the full simulation
which attempts to account for considerably more effects than INM may be more accurate;
however, both methods show very similai results so that the simulation should be considered
validated and able to produce trajectories to within 10% of INM trajectories.

CHAPTER 5: Noise Estimation
There are two main components to estimating the community noise from an aircraft. The first
component is determining how much noise the aircraft generates and the second is determining
the quantity and location of the noise that reaches the ground. This work is primarily focused
on low-speed aerodynamics so the noise signature of the engine will be assumed constant, that
is, the engine will not vary; however, the thrust levels will, and the only changes in noise
emanating from the engine considered will be due to changes in aircraft thrust. Accordingly,
the low-speed aerodynamics can impact noise in three ways. First, (1) there can be aircraft
configuration changes such as increasing flap and slat deployment which change the airframe
noise signature. Second, (2) if a set flight path angle is prescribed, better aerodynamic
performance will require less thrust and the low-speed performance will reduce the amount of
engine noise required to perform the maneuver. Third, (3) for a fixed thrust level better
aerodynamic performance will give the airplane better climb performance and it will climb at a
steeper angle which increases the distance between the airplane and the ground and will reduce
the amount of community noise because of atmospheric dissipation. This chapter will discuss
the method for estimating the quantity and location of noise that reaches the ground.
5.1. Aircraft Noise Estimation
The Integrated Noise Model, INM, contains data called noise-power-distance curves, NPDs,
which are either supplied by aircraft manufacturers or are experimentally determined. An NPD
contains the aircraft noise caused by an aircraft passage at a set of heights directly overhead
and with its engines at different thrust levels. For instance, a Boeing 777-200 will have about
five NPDs for both approach and departure aircraft configurations corresponding to different
levels of thrust. Each NPD will plot noise in decibels as a function of the logarithm of distance
from the aircraft. A sample NPD, for the Boeing 777-200 with GE90-90B engines contained in
INM is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Departure Noise-Power-Distance curve for the Boeing 777-200 with GE90-90B engines. Thrust
level is corrected the net thrust per engine, so the total thrust will actually be twice the number shown as
the 777 has two engines.
The set of NPDs shown in Figure 5.1 is the entire aircraft noise signature. The only caveat to
that statement is if another frequency weighting is desired, for instance Effective Perceived
Noise Level (EPNL) as opposed to the A-weighted Sound Exposure Level (SEL). Each
frequency weighting will have its own set of NPDs so there will be a unique set of NPDs for
any frequency weight, in this case both SEL and EPNL will have a set of NPDs. However,
assuming noise impacts are only being evaluated in one frequency weighting, the set of NPDs
similar to Figure 5.1 is the complete aircraft noise signature. Accordingly, to find the variations
in aircraft noise signature that correspond to changes in aircraft configuration such as flap and
slat deployment it is necessary to compute the changes in the NPDs.
To compute the change in the NPDs the airframe-only noise signature is estimated and
subtracted from the NPDs. The new airframe noise signature for the modified configuration is
then estimated and added back to the NPDs. This should, assuming the airframe noise
predictions are accurate, correctly scale the NPDs to account for a modified aircraft
configuration with a constant engine.
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There are to date only two computational methods for determining airframe noise signatures, a
set of empirical methods and computational aero-acoustics. Using computational aero-
acoustics for noise requires large amounts of computer processing power and is largely only
feasible at the component level, although fairly good accuracy is possible [55]. For complete
airframes empirical methods seem to be the current industry standard, and there are three
methods in particular. There is an FAA method by Fink [56], and a NASA method called the
Aircraft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP) [57]. Another reference by Hubbard [58]
compares the two methods. A third empirical method by the Engineering Science Data Unit
[59], ESDU, is also quite similar to, and references, the ANOPP method. It claims to be a
slightly improved version of the ANOPP method, but only has one or two coefficients that are
slightly different. The ANOPP method was selected to maintain consistency between codes
used within EDS.
The ANOPP method separates the airframe into major components, such as the wing and tail
surfaces. The noise signature of each component is comprised of five empirical functions. One
function is the noise directivity which is a function of the two angles from the aircraft to the
observer. Varying the angles in this function enables the entire noise signature of the airframe
to be integrated over a flight path. For the NPDs used in the INM, the flight paths that must be
simulated are infinitely long, straight, constant velocity, directly overhead passage of the
aircraft flying at 160 knots [45]. The ANOPP method must also be supplemented with an
atmospheric dissipation model so the NPDs estimated can be used to predict the noise at an
airport. There are two different sets of atmospheric dissipation coefficients, SAE-AIR-1845
[53] and FAR A36.4 [60]. The atmospheric dissipation is in units of decibels per one-hundred
feet and is given as a function of frequency. The two methods are compared in Figure 5.2. The
atmospheric absorption in SAE-AIR-1845 is less conservative, i.e. there is more noise
dissipation, than FAR A36. The dissipation however, is quite similar at low frequencies, and it
is only at high frequencies that they differ. The dissipation from SAE is primarily used for
airport community noise predictions; whereas, the dissipation in FAR A36 is used for aircraft
noise certification. Since the primary objective of this work is airport community noise only
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the dissipation coefficients contained in SAE-AIR-1845 will be used. This will still be true
even in the test cases where certification noise is estimated for purposes of validation.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the atmospheric absorption of noise from SAE-AIR-1845 and FAR A36 [53],[60].
The ANOPP method and SAE-AIR-1845 atmospheric dissipation have been used to predict the
NPDs for the Boeing 777-200 airframe noise and compared with the NPDs contained in the
INM. The NPDs in the INM include the noise generated by the engine; however, the NPDs
from ANOPP do not. Accordingly, the NPDs predicted for the airframe should always be less
than the NPDs contained in the INM; this difference should be considerable for takeoff NPDs
and slight for landing NPDs. The comparison between the takeoff NPDs in INM with 31,000
lbf of thrust per engine (62,000 lbf of total thrust) is compared with the airframe only
contribution in Figure 5.3. The aircraft configuration used for takeoff is slats takeoff, which is
deployed but still sealed, and flaps deployed five-degrees. The landing configuration NPDs are
shown in Figure 5.4, in this case the aircraft thrust contained in the INM NPDs is only 12,000
lbf per engine, so the predictions from ANOPP should only be slightly less than the data
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contained in the INM. The aircraft configuration for the landing NPDs is slats landing,
deployed and gapped, flaps thirty-degrees, and landing gear deployed.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of takeoff airframe NPD prediction from ANOPP and the takeoff NPD with 31,000
ibf of thrust per engine contained in the INM. The maximum A-weighted sound exposure, LAMaX is shown
in blue, and the Sound Exposure Level, SEL, is shown in red. The aircraft configuration for the Boeing 777-
200 is slats takeoff, and flaps five-degrees.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of takeoff airframe NPD prediction from ANOPP and the landing NPD with
12,000 lbf of thrust per engine contained in the INM. The maximum A-weighted sound exposure, LAMaX is
shown in blue, and the Sound Exposure Level, SEL, is shown in red. The aircraft configuration for the
Boeing 777-200 is slats landing, flaps thirty-degrees, and landing gear deployed.
From the landing configuration comparison, Figure 5.4, it is shown that the airframe noise
signature predicted by ANOPP is quite close to the actual NPD for the aircraft. The SEL is
noticeably over predicted by ANOPP at a distance between 1,000 and 5,000 feet. The error is
about 1-2dBA or about 2-3% error; however, at other distances the error is smaller.
This method to predict the NPDs for the airframe enables a scaling of the actual NPDs in the
INM to predict the changes of aircraft noise associated with the different configurations. The
scaling is done by computing the NPDs for the original airframe configuration as well as the
NPDs for the new configuration with the ANOPP code. The original NPDs from INM are then
scaled according to Equation 5.1, which amounts to converting the noise metrics from
logarithms back to frequency weighted sound pressure levels, added and/or subtracted, and
then converted back to logarithms.
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The use of Equation 5.1 enables the NPDs to retain all of the correct engine noise content, but
to modify the aircraft noise signature to account for different configurations.
5.2. Predicting Ground Level Noise
To predict the noise on ground or the airport community noise exposure only the aircraft
trajectory and the NPDs are necessary. The INM is the tool that accomplishes this task. The
basis of the INM is to create a grid along the ground near the airport. It then computes the
distance between points on the ground and the aircraft for the entire trajectory. The minimum
distance from the aircraft to each point on the ground is then selected. When the aircraft passes
that point on the trajectory, the NPDs are interpolated by the thrust value the aircraft is using,
which leaves a single noise-distance curve for that power setting. That singular noise-distance
curve is then logarithmically interpolated with the minimum distance between the airplane and
the point on the ground. This procedure computes the maximum noise exposure on the ground
for the entire trajectory. There are numerous complications to this, for instance noise metrics
that include time and exposure weightings. For the complete detailed procedure for computing
the noise on the ground from the NPDs see the INM theory manual [45].
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CHAPTER 6: Noise Sensitivities
The purpose of the thesis is to compute the sensitivity of noise to low-speed aerodynamics,
which will be the primary subject of this chapter. To compute a true sensitivity it is desirable to
have a trajectory that consists of only one aircraft flap and slat setting. This way varying an
aerodynamic model parameter, such as the flap setting, will influence the entire trajectory and
there will only be one set of Noise-Power-Distance, NPD, curves. Conveniently, the FAA
noise certification procedure requires a constant aircraft configuration for both takeoff and
landing [60]. The only change allowed to the aircraft configuration is that during takeoff the
airplane is allowed to immediately retract the landing gear. It should be noted that the
certification procedures are unlike most normal aircraft departures and arrivals where the flap
and slat settings are progressively changed.
The noise will be computed by the following procedure, first (1), the low-speed aerodynamic
estimates will be made for the aircraft configuration, second (2), the NPD curves from the
Integrated Noise Model (INM) will be scaled to compute the change in the aircraft noise
signature, third (3), the flight trajectory will be computed, and finally (4), the INM will
compute the noise at the certification points. That procedure takes about five-minutes on a
standard Pentium-4 desktop computer. To prevent the need for running numerous cases for
variations of each parameter in the low-speed aerodynamic tool, an initial sensitivity study was
conducted to determine the parameters in the low-speed tool that have the largest effect on the
aerodynamic estimates.
6.1. Low-Speed Aerodynamic Sensitivities
A design of experiments was created in which a baseline approximate Boeing 777-200 aircraft
in the takeoff configuration was modified such that each of the sixty parameters to the low-
speed aerodynamic model were studied at the ±1% and ±10% levels. Each set of aerodynamic
results, drag polars, lift curves, and maximum lift coefficients where reduced to seven output
variables. The output variables are angle of attack and drag coefficient at a lift coefficient of
0.7, angle of attack and drag coefficient at a lift coefficient of 1.0, and the angle of attack, lift
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coefficient and drag coefficient at maximum lift. These seven output variables are computed by
properly interpolating the lift curve and drag polar. A parameter is considered insignificant and
will not be used in the noise sensitivity study if the maximum percent variation in any of the
output parameters is less than one-tenth the input variation in percent. For instance, if the
horizontal tail angle of incidence is increased by ten-percent and the maximum change in all of
the output parameters is less than one-percent then that parameter will not be studied in the
noise sensitivity study.
From the low-speed aerodynamic sensitivity study sixteen of the sixty parameters have a
significant impact on the aerodynamics of the airplane. Those parameters are:
1) Wing angle of incidence
2) Wing Sweep
3) Aspect Ratio
4) Wing Planform Area
5) Wing Taper Ratio
6) Thickness-to-chord ratio at the wingtip
7) Percent span where the outboard flap ends
8) Inboard flap chord fraction
9) Outboard flap, inboard chord fraction
10) Outboard flap, outboard chord fraction
11) Outboard slat chord fraction
12) Horizontal tail Planform Area
13) Mach Number at which the drag polars are computed
14) Flap Deflection Angle
15) Slat Deflection Angle
16) Landing gear deployment
The noise sensitivity study will be conducted for both departure and arrival varying those
sixteen parameters at the ±1l% and ±10% levels, with the exception of landing gear
deployment, which is a Boolean variable and will only be varied during approach.
6.2. Departure Noise Methodology
The departure noise certification procedure is from the Federal Aviation Regulations, Chapter
36 Appendix B36.3 [60]. The procedure is as follows, (1) full-power takeoff, (2) full-power
climb at a speed between V2+10kts and V2+20kts until an altitude of at least 684 feet if the
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airplane has more than three engines, 853 feet if the airplane has three engines, and 984 feet if
the airplane has less than three engines, (3) after crossing that altitude the airplane may
decrease the power, but must maintain the a minimum power level such that the airplane
attains a minimum climb gradient of four percent or maintains level flight with one-engine
inoperative. The certification noise is then defined at two locations, a flyover point and a
sideline point. The flyover point is a point directly underneath the aircraft flight path at a point
21,325 ft (6500m) from the start of the takeoff roll. The sideline point is defined as the
maximum noise point on the ground along a line that is parallel to the flight path but located
1,476 ft (1450m) laterally from the projection of the flight path on the ground. The takeoff and
sideline points are show schematically in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic showing the takeoff noise certification points.
When an aircraft is being certified the aircraft manufacturer will determine what the optimum
altitude is for minimum noise at the certification points. For instance, a Boeing 777-200 has
two engines, so it is allowed to reduce power at any altitude above 984 feet. There is actually
an altitude at which the total of the flyover and sideline noise will be the least, and this will
typically be the altitude at which the pilots reduce the engine power during the certification
test. These altitudes are proprietary to the aircraft manufacturer so it is necessary to sweep all
of the likely altitudes. For the Boeing 777-200 that sweep revealed the cutback altitude is likely
about 1,500 feet. The results of the estimates from the noise methodology used and the
certification values for the Boeing 777-200 are shown in Figure 6.2. All of the certification
noise values used are from the FAA Advisory Circular, AC36-1H, and are in EPNdB [61]. The
only difference between the certification procedure and the procedure used in this analysis is
that the engine out performance is unknown, and accordingly the four-percent climb gradient is
used exclusively.
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Figure 6.2: Estimates of Flyover and Sideline noise for the Boeing 777-200 with various cutback altitudes,
and a comparison to the actual certification noise values.
A comparison between the certification noise values and the estimates from the noise
prediction methodology are shown in Table 6.1. The results show that the noise methodology
predicts the flyover noise within 0.1 EPNdB and the sideline noise to within 1.0 EPNdB. These
results show that the model is working well, and that the sensitivity study conducted with this
model will provide meaningful results.
Flyover Noise Sideline Noise
AC36-1H, Actual Values 91.3 EPNdB 95.0 EPNdB
Estimates 91.2 EPNdB 94.0 EPNdB
Table 6.1: Comparison of 777-200 certification noise and estimates from the noise prediction methodology
1611.
6.3. Departure Noise Sensitivities
The departure noise is insensitive to the airframe configuration. This is primarily because the
engine noise is 22dB louder than the airframe noise at full-power. This means that any changes
to the airframe signature will be dominated by the engine noise and will not be noticed in a
noise analysis. The only possible way for airframe changes to impact noise will be in flight
path changes, for instance if the airplane is at a lower altitude at a certain point on the
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trajectory than in the baseline case it will be louder. A sensitivity study was conducted with
each of the fifteen continuous low-speed aerodynamic parameters that were shown to impact
the aerodynamics. Each variable was tested at the ±10% levels and the percent change in the
sum of the flyover and sideline noise is shown in the tornado plot in Figure 6.5. The
insensitivity of takeoff noise to airframe configuration is demonstrated as the largest change in
noise is less than 0.2%. The two parameters with the largest impact are the aspect ratio and the
planform area. Increasing both the aspect ratio and planform area will improve the climb
capabilities of the airplane and decrease the noise by increasing the airplane's climb gradient.
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Figure 6.3: Tornado plot of takeoff noise sensitivities. An important note is that the Mach number in the
figure is not the Mach number flown, it is the Mach number at which the drag polar was computed.
A more detailed study of designing departure trajectories for minimum noise will be presented
in the next chapter.
The results of the aircraft design optimization study by Antoine, et al. [5] showed that the noise
optimal aircraft had increased planform area, aspect ratio, horizontal tail area, and engine
bypass ratio. It also had a decreased wing sweep. The sensitivity study conducted herein agrees
with increasing the planform area, aspect ratio, and tail area. The tail area sensitivity found in
this study is small, and the likely reason for an increase in tail area in the Antoine et al. paper is
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to compensate for engine-out yaw moment from the large high-bypass ratio engine, and not for
noise considerations. The only qualitative difference between the two studies is that in the
Antoine paper the sweep changed significantly from 33.70 degrees to 14.25 degrees by
redesigning the minimum cost airplane for minimum noise, and this study found sweep to be
fairly insensitive between 28.48 degrees and 34.80 degrees. The likely cause of this would be a
non-smooth design space, where increasing any one parameter may either increase or decrease
noise depending on the local design sensitivity. It is likely that the 777-200 design is at a local
minimum for cost where local sensitivities are not representative of global design changes.
6.4. Approach Noise Methodology
The approach noise certification procedure is comparatively simple when compared to the
departure noise procedure. The aircraft must maintain a velocity at least 1.23 times its stall
speed, Vs, while it flies a three-degree glide slope to, and lands at a point 984 feet (300 m)
from the beginning of the runway. The noise measured at a point 6,562 feet (2,000 m) from the
beginning of the runway, or 7546 feet (2,300 m) from the touchdown point is the approach
noise [60]. The procedure is shown schematically in Figure 6.4.
Approach
6,562 ft 984 ft-
Figure 6.4: Schematic of approach noise certification point.
For the 777-200 approach, the certification noise is 97.8 EPNdB [61], the estimate from the
noise methodology is 98.3 EPNdB which is in error of 0.5 EPNdB. Again the noise model
accurately estimates the noise for the Boeing 777-200.
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6.5. Approach Noise Sensitivities
The approach noise analysis sensitivity included two additional parameters, the approach flight
path angle and the approach velocity multiplier, so a comparison could be made with the work
of Hileman et al. [13] developing approach procedures with minimum noise. The approach
flight path angle, with a baseline of 3 degrees was analyzed at ±10% or 2.7 and 3.3 degrees.
Similarly the approach speed multiplier, with a baseline of 1.3 was tested at ±10% which is
1.17 and 1.43. The other fifteen important continuous low-speed aerodynamic parameters were
also tested at ±10%, and landing gear was tested deployed and stowed. The stowed
configuration of the landing gear would represent deploying the landing gear when crossing the
threshold, which may worry some pilots and would require software changes in the current
aircraft fleet. The results of the approach sensitivity analysis are shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Tornado plot of approach noise sensitivities. Note: Mach number in the sensitivity is the Mach
number at which the drag polar is computed and not the Mach number at which the approach is flown.
The two most sensitive parameters for approach noise are the speed and the flight path angle.
Otherwise, with the exception of flap deflection angle, this sensitivity analysis again shows that
changing the aircraft geometry has about a 0.20% change in the noise. There are some findings
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here that are counterintuitive; for instance, it would be expected that approach noise would be
sensitive to the airframe noise signature as there is considerably less thrust on approach than on
takeoff. However, the sensitivity showing that an increase in approach speed decreases noise
shows that this is not true, and the engine noise plays a considerable role in the approach noise.
For the airplane to fly a fixed angle flight path the airplane angle of attack is set by the aircraft
velocity and the engine thrust must be adjusted based on the lift to drag ratio at that angle of
attack. Essentially, the angle of attack will set the airspeed and the thrust will determine the
flight path angle flown, higher power shallows the angle and lower power increases the
steepness. For the baseline case, a three-degree flight path angle, the 777-200 requires about
30,000 lbf of thrust or 32% throttle to fly at 1.3*Vs, or 1.3*the aircraft stall speed in the
landing configuration. A second study was conducted to determine at what airspeed the
minimum noise occurs, if a minimum is found it means that approach thrust dominates the
noise because increasing speed would decrease the required thrust. In contrast, if the airframe
noise were dominating, then the airplane noise will increase with increasing speed. The results
of the study are shown in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Changes in approach noise due to increasing the approach speed.
Figure 6.6 shows that by increasing approach speed from 1.3Vs to 1.42Vs the approach noise
decreases by more than half of an EPNdB. This flight speed corresponds to maximizing
CLO. 72/CD, which may only apply to the 777-200 in the approach configuration, but it is
worthwhile noting that this exponent is nearly halfway between the maximum range and
maximum endurance speeds. Looking at this more closely, the 777-200 needs at least 30,000
lbf of thrust to fly the 3-degree approach. With this thrust level the combined noise of the
engine and airframe is 96.88 EPNdB at a distance of 400ft; whereas, the prediction of the
airframe noise signature is only 93.88 EPNdB, which is 3 EPNdB lower. This means the
amplitude of the noise from the engine and the airframe is twice that of the airframe alone.
Accordingly, this analysis suggests that increasing the approach velocity will decrease the
noise for a modem commercial aircraft, and any method to decrease the approach thrust will
minimize approach noise.
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These findings, that increasing the approach speed decrease noise, contrast the findings of
Hileman et al. [13]. In that paper, it was found that decreasing approach speed decreases noise,
which is the case for an aircraft where the airframe noise is the dominant source of noise. The
aircraft in that paper is a BWB and has its engines mounted above the body so the engine noise
is shielded from the ground. This means that the approach noise from the current fleet is
largely dominated by the thrust required to maintain the 3-degree glide slope at a slow speed;
however, for an entirely lifting configuration thrust is no longer dominating because of the
considerably improved lift-to-drag ratio of over twenty compared with 8.3 in the current fleet.
For both configurations increasing the approach angle reduces the approach noise. This is
because a steeper approach angle keeps the airplane higher above the ground when it is outside
of the airport boundary allowing the sound waves to propagate farther from the source and
become weaker before they reach the ground.
A final approach noise study was conducted to determine the best combination of directions to
change the dominant parameters in approach noise. All of the combinations of the flap
deflection angle, slat deflection angle, approach flight path angle, and approach speeds were
tested at ±10%. It was found the best combination for minimum noise was to leave the flap and
settings at the baseline and to increase both the approach speed and the flight path angle by
10%. This setting decreased the approach noise by 1.1 EPNdB or -1.12%. Similarly, the worst
combination for the maximum noise was with the flaps and slats at the baseline but the
approach speed and flight path angle decreased by 10%. This setting increased approach noise
by 1.5 EPNdB or 1.53%.
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CHAPTER 7: Trajectory Optimization
It is essential for airlines to know the trade between time to climb, fuel bum, and noise, as
these are all important factors in determining the cost and impact of a flight. Time is an
important cost element as it determines the price of using the aircraft, the amount of
maintenance the airplane needs, and the flight crew wages. Fuel consumption is also an
important driver of a flight cost, and as Figure 7.1 shows, it is becoming an increasingly large
fraction of the total airplane operational costs. Fuel bum is also directly related to
environmental impacts such as carbon dioxide and global warming. Noise impacts costs
through airport fees as many airports are now charging depending on how much noise an
aircraft emits. In addition, there are procedural restrictions on aircraft flight paths to reduce
noise; these impact cost through increased fuel burn and time. Determining the Pareto Front of
departure trajectories for minimum time to climb, minimum fuel bum, and minimum time to
climb will enable aircraft operators and airport planners to develop cost minimizing procedures
or to properly monetize penalties to force reductions in noise emissions.
The trajectory optimization is computed for the Boeing 747-200 airplane which is largely out-
of-service for passenger use, but is still used commonly for freight. The reason this aircraft was
used is the availability of engine performance tables that enable the proper thrust lapse and
specific fuel consumption to be computed for the engine. The methodology used for the
optimization should be directly applicable to any other turbofan powered subsonic commercial
transport aircraft in the current fleet. The results obtained should also show trends that are
similar throughout the current fleet; however, the exact tradeoffs and trajectories will vary.
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Figure 7.1: Typical operational cost breakdown for a Boeing 747-200 used for passenger service in 2006,
and the projected cost breakdown for 2008 [651.
7.1. Problem Setup
The goal of this optimization is to find the Pareto Front of all trajectories a pilot could fly with
a 747-200 in terms of minimum time to climb, minimum fuel burn, and minimum 55 EPNdB
noise contour area. Essentially the front shows all of the trajectories for which none of the
objectives could be improved without worsening at least one of the other objectives. The
trajectories computed will all be two-dimensional, which means the aircraft are all assumed to
have a straight-out departure and not turn below 10,000 feet. In an optimization of minimum
population noise exposure it would be necessary to model turns; however, in the case of
minimum land exposure this simplification will not cause a significant difference. The two-
dimensional simplification means the pilot only has three inputs to the aircraft, the throttle
setting, the pitch attitude or airspeed, and the flap setting. The throttle setting is a continuous
variable between engine idle, which is about 7% of maximum thrust, and maximum thrust. The
maximum thrust is a function of both the aircraft speed and altitude and is computed from
engine performance tables from Pratt and Whitney [46]. The aircraft pitch attitude is set by the
airspeed, so pilot will trim the airplane to fly at a specific airspeed and then power additions or
reductions will set the rate of climb. The final parameter the pilot can change is the flap setting,
and there are specific detents at which the pilot can position the flap lever. For the 747-200 the
flaps can be positioned in one of four detents for takeoff: Up, 5-degrees, 10-degrees, and 20-
degrees. Accordingly, this variable is modeled as a discrete variable between zero and three.
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The first step in determining the best departure trajectory for minimum time to climb, fuel
bum, and noise is to parameterize the trajectory. The climb procedure is separated into five
segments, (1) takeoff and initial climb, (2-4) three constant velocity climb segments, and (5) a
final enroute climb segment with the aircraft in the clean configuration that ends when the
aircraft reaches 10,000 feet. For each of the climb segments there are four variables, pilot
inputs, throttle setting, airspeed, and flap setting, and additionally the altitude at which the
climb segment ends or transitions to the next segment. Some of the climb settings have fewer
design variables, for instance for the first segment, takeoff and initial climb, there are only
three design variables, the takeoff drag polar, the throttle setting, and the altitude at which the
initial climb ends. This is because the FARs require the initial climb to be at an airspeed
between V2+l0kts and V2+20kts, so the airspeed is constrained in this model as in the INM to
be at V2+15kts. Also, the initial climb altitude must be at least 684 feet for the 747-200 as this
is set by the FARs for airplanes with more than three engines [60]. Similarly, for the final
climb segment the flap setting must be flaps up and the segment must end at 10,000 feet, so the
only variables for this procedure are the airspeed and the throttle setting. For the three in-
between climb segments all four variables must be set. This means there are a total of 17
design variables, and four pilot inputs during the climbing procedure. A schematic of the climb
procedure is shown in Figure 7.2. Since all of the segments are modeled as constant velocity, if
the velocity between the two segments varies by more than ten knots, an acceleration
procedure is inserted. For the full model this would be unnecessary; however, for the linear
model a better representation of the flight track is obtained. The acceleration procedure uses
the aircraft configuration, power and flap setting from the previous segment, but maintains a
climb rate that is sixty percent of what the airplane is capable of achieving until it reaches the
velocity of the next flight procedure.
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Figure 7.2: Schematic showing divisions of the departure trajectory enabling the parameterization of the
trajectory for optimization.
There are a collection of bounds and constraints on the design variables. For takeoff it was
assumed that any de-rate would be less than 25%, so the takeoff thrust would be between 75%
and 100% of rated takeoff thrust. The other constraints are (1) the aircraft cannot stall, (2) the
aircraft has a maximum dynamic pressure of 270 psf, (3) the flap setting is either decreasing or
remaining unchanged (configuration approaching cruise configuration), (4) the airplane has a
positive flight path angle, so it is always climbing, and (5) the altitudes at which the procedures
change are always increasing.
7.2. Optimization Method
This optimization is difficult for numerous reasons. First, (1) the design space is a mix of
discrete and continuous variables. Second, (2) most of the constraints cannot be violated, so
methods such as sequential quadratic programming (SQP) may allow slight constraint violation
and this is inaccurate. Third, (3) the design space contains variables of dramatically differing
scales, for instance the throttle setting varies between zero and one, velocity between three
hundred and seven hundred, and altitude varies between zero and ten-thousand. To properly
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solve this would require rescaling the problem after every few optimization iterations. Fourth,
(4) the objective space is noisy and characterized by many local minima. This is because there
is a local optimum of velocity for each drag polar and altitude combination. Accordingly, the
optimizer will get trapped at numerous transition altitudes as well as velocities. Fifth, (5) the
objective space is discontinuous. This is because a velocity used for climb to 8,000 feet may be
below the stall speed at 10,000 feet. In addition, a velocity above the stall speed for one flap
setting may be well below the stall speed for the next flap setting. Similarly, the variations of
both thrust and velocity make it so there is a band of feasibility, so both variables may need to
be properly adjusted such that the aircraft doesn't overspeed or stall.
For a single-objective optimization of time to climb four optimization methods were attempted,
SQP, non-derivative direct search (Nelder-Mead Method), particle swarm optimization (PSO),
and a genetic algorithm (GA). SQP was used in conjunction with fifteen different initial
conditions corresponding to all of the possible aircraft flap configurations (assuming takeoff
occurs with flaps 10 degrees or less). The best time to climb found was 311.97 seconds. The
same procedure was attempted with the non-derivative direct search and the best time to climb
found was 318.8 seconds. PSO, like the GA, is able to incorporate the discrete variables, and
the best time to climb found was 318.7 seconds. The GA, however, found the best time to
climb of all of the methods of 307.8 seconds. The problem with the GA is that it took twenty
hours to run on a Pentium 4, whereas PSO only took four hours, and the directional search
techniques took only about one hour.
Another benefit to the GA is that because it uses a population instead of a single point, an
entire Pareto Front can be found during one optimization run as opposed to using many
optimizations to find individual points along the front. With all of these benefits of a GA, the
long-run time was ignored and a multi-objective GA was created to optimize trajectories for
minimum time to climb, minimum fuel consumption, and minimum noise exposure area. The
fitness function used for the GA was the number of population members dominated, and the
likelihood of reproduction was the fitness of an individual population member normalized by
the sum of the entire population fitness. If any constraints were violated, the population
member was flagged and the fitness was automatically set to zero. The other parameters of the
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GA worth noting are that, the probability of a crossover during mating is one, the probability
that a bit is mutated is 0.03, and four-percent of the most-fit members of the population are
automatically carried over to the next generation. The seventeen elements of the design vector
are modeled as binary between their upper and lower bounds. The drag polars require two bits
to model the four possible drag polars, the continuous variables such as velocities and altitudes
are modeled with sixteen bits, and the throttle settings are modeled with only five bits such that
the throttle variations are coarse and represent actual pilot capabilities.
The GA was found to converge fastest when the initial population was small, and the algorithm
ran for about between ten and twenty-five generations on continuously increasing generation
sizes. The GA was used twice to find the Pareto Front of the departure trajectories, once for a
747-200 departure with a takeoff weight 725,000 Ibm and again for a departure with a takeoff
weight of 550,000 Ibm. The 747-200 with the JT9D-7A engines used has a maximum takeoff
weight of 734,000 Ibm, so the two takeoff weights used represent an almost full takeoff and a
lightly loaded takeoff. The average load factor for a 747-200 is 87.4%, although load factor
does not directly relate to takeoff weight, an estimate for the takeoff weight for that load factor
is about 700,000 Ibm [65].
7.3. Results
The reference procedure for the 747-200 is the standard departure contained in the INM with a
takeoff weight of 725,000 lbm. The standard procedure is explained in Table 4.3, and is plotted
Figure 4.7. For the standard procedure, Table 7.1 contains the values of the objective functions.
The key result of this analysis is that there is a family of trajectories that mutually reduce time
to climb by two minutes, fuel burn by 1,300 Ibm, and noise exposure area by 100 square miles
when compared to this standard departure.
Output Full-Model Linear-Model %-Difference
Time to Climb 447.6 seconds 428.7 seconds 4.3%
Fuel Bum 6,651 lbm 6,363 Ibm 4.3%
Noise (55 EPNdB Exposure Area) 470 mi2  455 mi 3.4%
Solution Run Time 350.3 seconds 23.2 seconds 93.3%
Table 7.1: INM standard departure for Boeing 747-200 figures of merit.
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The GA found ten points on the final Pareto Front for takeoff with a gross weight of 725,000
ibm. The points on the Pareto front are presented in Table 7.2.
Point Time to Climb (s) Fuel Consumption (lbm) 55 EPNdB Contour Area (mi 2)
1 311.2 5,134 363
2 312.0 5,132 363
3 312.1 5,156 363
4 312.3 5,159 363
5 312.5 5,167 362
6 312.6 5,147 363
7 312.8 5,142 363
8 312.9 5,138 362
9 328.6 5,272 357
10 356.2 5,085 364
Table 7.2: Points along the Pareto Front for Boeing 747-200 departure trajectories with a takeoff weight of
725,000 Ibm. Points in bold represent the anchor points of the trajectories.
All of the key aspects of the trajectories corresponding to the anchor points, or minimum points
for each objective, for the 747-200 with a takeoff weight of 725,000 ibm are plotted in Figure
7.3. For the minimum time to climb trajectory, as would be predicted by intuition, the aircraft
climbs with full-throttle, and at a velocity close to the maximum lift to drag ratio. For the
minimum fuel burn trajectory, the airplane uses about fifteen percent less power and flies at a
velocity that minimizes the lift to drag ratio divided by the specific fuel consumption. For both
the minimum time to climb and minimum fuel bum trajectories, the airplane does not use flaps.
The likely reason for this is that the airplane attains the highest lift to drag ratio that it is
capable of with the flaps up. An interesting aspect to this is that for takeoff the airplane
requires a longer time and distance to get off the ground without flaps than it does with flaps.
However, the increased lift to drag ratio for the initial climb segment more than compensates
for that difference. The minimum noise trajectory is quite different from the minimum fuel
bum and minimum time to climb trajectories. The optimum trajectory has a high takeoff flap
setting, with flaps deployed twenty degrees. However, this enables the airplane to takeoff in a
short distance and at a lower velocity than either of the other two trajectories. After the aircraft
completes its initial climb segment, the trajectory behaves much more like the minimum time
and fuel bum trajectories, and in fact, the trajectories are nearly parallel after that point. The
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change caused by the higher takeoff flap setting is that the trajectory is always at a higher
altitude than the other two trajectories. The increased altitude enables the mechanism of
atmospheric absorption and propagation to reduce the amount of noise that reaches the ground.
Also for the minimum noise case, the throttle setting is at an intermediate level between the
two values obtained when minimizing time to climb and fuel bum. This throttle setting is likely
to provide the proper trade between generating engine noise and obtaining enough altitude for
the noise generated to be dissipated by the atmosphere. For the minimum noise case the
velocity is also lower than the minimum time and minimum fuel bum trajectories. This effect
occurs because by flying slowly, a higher fraction of the engine's power can be used for
climbing, and the airplane is able to climb more steeply. A comparison of the noise contours
for each of the trajectories is shown in Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.3: Plots comparing the trajectories for minimum time to climb, minimum fuel burn, and minimum
noise for a 747-200 with a takeoff weight of 725,000 ibm.
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Figure 7.4: Plots of the noise contours for each of the trajectories corresponding to minimum time to climb,
minimum fuel burn, and minimum noise. The contour bands correspond to 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, and 85
EPNdB.
A second optimization study was conducted with a different aircraft takeoff weight, 550,000
ibm instead of 725,000 ibm. The Pareto Front for the optimal trajectories is presented in Table
7.3. The trajectories that minimize each of the objectives are plotted in Figure 7.5. The
trajectory for the minimum time to climb is essentially unchanged with the exception of a
velocity scaling. However, the trajectories for minimum noise and minimum fuel bum are
substantially different from the departure with the nearly full load, and in fact become much
more similar. For both, instead of having reduced power from takeoff throughout the climbout,
the trajectories now have a substantial cutback and reapplication of thrust. Also, the minimum
fuel burn trajectory uses ten degrees of flaps for the initial takeoff segment, whereas before it
did not use flaps, and the flap setting for the minimum noise departure decreased from twenty
degrees to ten degrees.
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Point Time to Climb (s) Fuel Consumption (Ibm) 55 EPNdB Contour Area (mi 2)
1 208.3 3,413 264
2 210.1 3,410 263
3 212.2 3,362 243
4 214.3 3,071 234
5 214.4 3,027 245
6 214.6 3,071 234
7 219.6 3,051 239
8 220.7 3,045 232
Table 7.3: Pareto Front for takeoff departures of a Boeing 747-200 with a takeoff weight of 550,000 Ibm,
points in bold represent the anchor points.
Although the trajectories for the different takeoff weights are quite different, the optimized
results are almost linear with takeoff weight. For a sample trajectory, the three objectives were
computed for three different takeoff weights, and are shown in Table 7.4. The local derivatives
of time to climb, fuel burn, and noise exposure were taken with respect to takeoff weight, and
these derivatives were used to predict the optimum results for the 550,000 lbm takeoff from the
725,000 lbm takeoff. The results, shown in Table 7.5, show that all of the objective functions
are nearly linear in takeoff weight; specifically for fuel burn and noise exposure the linear
estimate is very accurate and is within three percent of the actual optimum. Accordingly, the
objectives are very nearly linear in takeoff weight even though the trajectories are significantly
different.
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Figure 7.5: Plots showing the trajectories for minimum time to climb, minimum fuel burn, and minimum
noise exposure area for a Boeing 747-200 with a takeoff weight of 550,000 Ibm.
Takeoff Weight (Ibm) Time to Climb (s) Fuel Burn (Ibm) Noise Exposure (mi 2)700,000 297.3 4,891.3 349
725,000 315.2 5,186.4 365
750,000 334.8 5,502.6 384
Table 7.4: Results of flying the same departure procedure with an aircraft of different takeoff weights.
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Predicted Minimum Actual Minimum % Difference
Time to Climb (s) 179.9 208.3 13.6
Fuel Burn (ibm) 2,945 3,027 2.69
Noise Exposure (mi2) 232 232 0.43
Table 7.5: Results predicting the objective function values at another takeoff weight using a linear
approximation.
The results of this optimization are compared to the work of Wijnen and Visser who optimized
737-300 departure trajectories for minimum population noise exposure and fuel burn [15],
[16]. The results of their optimization trajectories are quite similar to the trajectories for the
747-200 departure for a takeoff weight of 550,000 Ibm, and quite different from the trajectories
for the 725,000 Ibm departure. In their work, the 737 had a gross weight of 123,000 Ibm, which
depending on the aircraft's engines was between 37% and 45% of the airplane's useful load.
For the two 747 departures studied herein, 550,000 Ibm corresponds to 35% of the useful load
and 725,000 Ibm corresponds to 91% of the useful load. From these results, it appears the
different optimization methodologies and results affirm each other. A slight difference between
the two methods is that in the Wijnen and Visser work, the minimization was for population
exposure and not land exposure, so the cutback procedure is more complicated, although quite
similar in the overall behavior.
7.4. Maintenance Costs
Turbine life is another important component when developing departure procedures. Most
airlines de-rate their engines, or reduce the maximum takeoff power the airplane can use in
order to increase the engine life. For instance, the CF6-80, which is similar in application to the
JT9D used in this study, is commonly de-rated from 63,000 lbf of thrust to 53,000 lbf, or 14%.
Another engine, the CFM56, is typically used for shorter flights where takeoff is a significant
portion of the flight, can be de-rated even more from 27,000 lbf to 18,000 lbf, or 29%. This is
because de-rating the engine reduces the temperature that the turbine is exposed to and
increases the turbine life. The turbine section of the engine is one of the most life-critical
portions of the engine as it subjects materials to both high temperatures and high stresses. This
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section will show that even small changes in temperature can have significant impacts on
turbine life, and accordingly engine maintenance costs.
Using an engine cycle model for the JT9D engine an estimate of the turbine inlet temperature
as a function the engine de-rate or power setting was created. The results are presented in
Figure 7.6, and show that for each 1% of thrust the engine is de-rated the maximum
temperature the turbine is exposed to decreases by 5.90K [67].
JT9D Tt4 v Throttle Setting
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Figure 7.6: Estimated change in turbine inlet temperature caused by reducing the takeoff power for the
JT9D-7A engine for hot-day sea-level static conditions [67].
To determine the benefit of reducing the turbine inlet temperature a Boeing study of water
injection will be discussed. The study used water injection as a means to reduce emissions and
lower the turbine inlet temperature, Tt4, of a Boeing study engine with 1980's technology as
well as current technology, 2000, Pratt and Whitney engine [68]. For the 1980's engine, very
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similar in size and technology to the JT9D engine used for this analysis, the Boeing study
expected a 46% increase in turbine life for a decrease of turbine inlet temperature of 120 0R.
From Figure 7.6, the 120 0R decrease in Tt4 would correspond to a de-rate of 11.3%. Using Pratt
and Whitney data, for the same turbine inlet temperature change the Boeing study predicts a
life improvement of 29% for the hot section of the engine. Assuming that 60% of the times the
engine is removed from the airplane for maintenance are to repair the hot section of the engine,
and the more conservative Pratt and Whitney life improvement estimate, the airplane operator
should expect to save about $22/hour/engine or a decrease in Cash Airplane Related Operating
Cost (CAROC) of 1.2%. For the 747-200, the savings of de-rating the engines 11% should be
between $90 and $200 per hour of aircraft operation and not just the departure segment. In
comparison, the total fuel bum saved from start of roll to an altitude of 10,000 feet in this study
is about 1,300 Ibm. In 2006, that fuel would cost about $300, and currently that it is likely near
$600. For the 747-200 at maximum takeoff weight, assuming a full-power takeoff is the fuel
optimal departure, and considering only the costs of fuel and turbine maintenance, Table 7.6
presents the optimal engine de-rate as a function of flight length and fuel cost.
Flight Length (Block Hours) 2006 Optimal De-rate 2008 Optimal De-rate
2 7.8% 3.8%
4 15.1% 7.5%
6 22.6% 11.3%
8 >29% 15.1%
Table 7.6: Estimated optimal de-rate for different aircraft flight lengths and fuel prices.
For the 747-200 the average flight length is 7.2 block hours, so this simple analysis suggests
the optimal de-rate for the engines is about 14% [65]. It is important to note that many
important cost parameters such as takeoff field length, time to climb, and initial cruising
altitude have been ignored. However, this preliminary analysis suggests that further work is
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required to study departure trajectory optimization in the framework of an airline cost model to
find benefits in terms of both engine life and reduced fuel consumption.
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Conclusion
The low-speed aerodynamics estimation tool developed in this work requires approximately
fifteen seconds of run-time on a modem Pentium 4 computer and produces results with errors
similar to current preliminary design tools used by aircraft manufacturers. The tool has similar
methods to other preexisting low-speed aerodynamic tools, but it has a wider range of
estimation capabilities and has been thoroughly validated. The validation work includes
Boeing flight test results, NASA wind tunnel results, and an empirically tuned Lockheed
method. The results of the method are such that clean-configuration drag polars generally have
about one-percent error, high-lift drag polars have about three-percent error, lift curves have up
to ten-percent error, and the maximum lift coefficient has generally less than five percent error.
The low-speed aerodynamics estimation tool has been combined with an empirical airframe
noise prediction tool, an engine cycle model, a trajectory simulator, and the Federal Aviation
Administration's Integrated Noise Model to determine the influence of low-speed
aerodynamics on airport community noise. For the tube and wing aircraft typical of the current
transonic commercial fleet, the airport community noise is dominated by aircraft thrust and
low-speed aerodynamics will only impact community noise in as much as is it determines the
aircraft's height above the ground. For departure, engine noise dominates the airframe noise
signature by over twenty EPNdB, and for arrival, the engine noise exceeds the airframe noise
signature by three EPNdB. Accordingly, small variations in airframe configuration have a
negligible impact on community noise; however, increased aerodynamic performance enables
the aircraft to be at a higher altitude for a given amount of thrust or to use less thrust to achieve
the same altitude. Atmospheric dissipation and thrust reduction are shown to be the most
effective method for decreasing community noise. Using the FAA's noise certification
procedure for arrival and departure small variations in aircraft configurations and operational
procedures are studied to find aircraft noise reductions. For departure better climb performance
is achieved by increasing aircraft aspect ratio and planform area, but the benefits are slight in
that a ten-percent increase in either of these parameters only decreases the departure noise by
two-tenths of a percent. For arrival, similarly small benefits are obtained by decreasing the flap
deflection angle and delaying landing gear deployment; however, a considerable benefit of a
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one-and-a-half percent noise reduction is gained by increasing the steepness of the approach
path and increasing the approach velocity by ten-percent.
A final study parameterizes a departure trajectory for a Boeing 747-200 in terms of required
pilot inputs and seeks to estimate the Pareto Frontier of trajectories in terms of minimum time
to climb, minimum fuel consumption, and minimum community noise exposure. As general
results, the minimum noise trajectory will have a higher flap setting, and a slower velocity, and
will be above the minimum fuel burn or time to climb trajectories. The minimum fuel bum
trajectory will have a velocity higher than the minimum noise trajectory but lower than the
minimum time to climb. The trajectories and pilot inputs vary considerably with the aircraft
takeoff weight; however, regardless of the takeoff weight substantial reductions in time to
climb, fuel consumption, and noise exposure can be attained together. Compared to the
standard departure for the 747-200 contained in the Integrated Noise Model, at maximum
takeoff weight, time to climb can be reduced by two minutes, fuel bum reduced by 1,300 Ibm,
and 55 EPNdB noise exposure area reduced by 100 squares miles with a single procedure. This
analysis shows that enabling airlines to depart from an airport with improved procedures can
substantially reduce operating costs and noise impacts.
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Appendix A: Aircraft Geometries
A.1. NASA TN D-5971 [19]
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Dimensions are in centimeters.
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A.2. Boeing 727-100 [62]
MODEL 727
PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS
WING AILERON
Area ..........,,,
Span ................
Root Chord (Basic) .
Tip Chord ..........
Taper Ratio (Basic).
Incidence at Root ..
Incidence at Tip ...
Dihedral ...........
Sweepback C/4 ......
Aspect Ratio .......
M.A.C.............
Leading Edge MAC ..
FLAP
Leading Edge Area ..
Trailing Edge Area
(Retracted) ...
(Extended) ...
1560 Sq. Ft.
So6 Ft.
246 In.
91.6 In.
0.372
+2 e
+20
30
320
7.2
180.0 In.
Sta. 860.2
54.8 Sq. Ft.
280
388
Sq. Ft.
Sq. Ft.
Inboard Area ......
Outboard Area ....
18.64 Sq. Ft.
36.5 sq. Ft.
EDRIZONTAL TAIL
Anhedral .........
Stabilizer Area ...
Elevator Area .....
Span ..............
30
282.40
94.14.
35 Ft.
Sq. Ft.
Sq. St.
9 In.
VERTICAL TAIL
Fin Area ........... 283.37 Sq. Ft.
Rudder Area .......... 72.63 Sq. Ft.
BODY
Length
Short Body(727-100)116 Ft. 2 In.
Long Body (727-200)136 Ft. 2 In.
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A.3. Boeing 737-700
wiSEMEEM
Dimensions are from Boeing Commercial Aircraft and are proprietary.
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A.4. Boeing 747-100 [62]
MODEL 747
PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS
WING
Area . . . . . . . . . .
Span . . . . . . . . . .
Basic Root Chord .
Reference Root Chord
Tip Chord . . . . . . .
Taper Ratio . . . . . .
Incidence Root . . . . .
Incidence Tip .
Dihedral . . . . . . . .
Sweepback c/4 . . . . .
Aspect Ratio (Ref) . . .
MAC (Basic only) . . . .
MAC C/4 Location (Sta) •
FLAP
Leading Edge Area
(Retracted) . . . . .
Trailing Edge Area
(Retracted) .
5500 Sq. Ft.
195 Ft. 8 In.
449.68 In.
652.03 Tn.
160.00 In.
.356 (Basic)
.245 (Ref)
+20
+20
70
37.50
6.96
327.78 In.
1339.91 In.
448 Sq. Ft.
847 Sq. Ft.
AILERON
Aileron Area (Inbd)..
(Outbd) •
HORIZONTAL TAIL
Area . . . . . . . . .
Sweepback c/4 .
Span . . . . . . . . .
Root Chord . . . . . .
Tip Chord . . . . . .
VERTICAL TAIL
Area .....
Sweepback c/4
Span (Height)
Root Chord
Tip Chord
* 71.8 Sq. Ft.
* 153.4 Sq. Ft.
. 1470 Sq. Ft.
. 37.50
. 72 Ft. 9 In.
* 32 Ft. 4 In.
.8 Ft. 1 In.
. 830 Sq. Ft.
450
. 32 Ft. 3 In.
38 Ft. 5 In.
13 Ft. 1 In.
BODY
Length . . . ...... 228 Ft. 6 In.
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A.5. NASA TP 1580 [37]
F
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Body st
(a) Configuration components.
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A.6. NACA L50F20 [63]
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A.7. NACA L8H20 [64]
Figure 1.- Soteh of the 51.30 aweptback semispea wvg model. 8 - 18.90 squre feet; A = 3.48;taper ratio t 0.44. (t d•mealoa in feet, e2ept as note~
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